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BRITTANY
PITTS, Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,vs.
vs. JOSEPH
JOSEPH R.
BRITTANY PITTS,
R. FRANCIS;
FRANCIS;MRA
MRA HOLDING,
HOLDING, LLC,
LLC, a
California Limited
Limited Liability
LiabilityCompany;
Company; and
and MANTRA
MANTRA FILMS,
FILMS,INC.,
INC.,an
an Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Corporation,
Defendants.
Corporation, Defendants.
CASE NO. 5:07cv169-RS-EMT
UNITED STATES DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF
FLORIDA, PANAMA CITY
CITY DIVISION
2007
U.S Dist.
Dist LEXIS
2007 U.S.
LEXIS 93047
93047

December 19, 2007, Decided
2007, Filed
Filed
December 19, 2007,
CORE TERMS:
CORE
TERMS:mediation,
mediation,girl,
girl,gone,
gone,settle,
settle,settlement,
settlement,
incarceration,
film,
mediator,
mediate,
film,
disqualifcation,
disqualification, disqualify,
disqualify, jail,
jail, sentencing,
sentencing, pled
pled guilty,
good faith, contempt, extrajudicial, impartiality,
impartiality,sentence,
sentence,
evidentiary
hearing, sentencing
sentencing hearing,
hearing, settlement
settlement
evidentiary hearing,
conference,
conference, scheduling,
scheduling, cameraman,
cameraman, coercive,
coercive, defense
defense
counsel,
biased,civil
civil lawsuit,
lawsuit, civil
civil contempt
counsel, biased,

Before me
me is Defendants'
Motion to
to Disqualify
Disqualify or
Before
Defendants' Motion
11 & 20).
(Does. 11
Recuse Under
Under 28 U.S.C.
Recuse
455(a) (Docs.
20).
U.SC § 455(a)
Plaintiff
Plaintiffopposes
opposes the motion (Does.
(Docs. 16, 22 & 24).

COUNSEL: [*1] For
For BRITTANY
BRITTANY PITTS,
PITTS, Plaintiff:
Plaintiff:
LAWRENCE
ELDRIDGE BURKHALTER,
BURKHALTER, LEAD
LEAD
LAWRENCE ELDRIDGE
ATTORNEY, WEINBERG
WEINBERG WHEELER
WHEELER HUDGINS,
HUDGINS,
ATTORNEY,
COCONUT GROVE,
ARDEN CASTO,
CASTO,
COCONUT
GROVE, FL;
FL; MARK ARDEN
LEAD
ATTORNEY,
BENNETT
AND
CASTO
PC,
LEAD ATTORNEY, BENNETT
CASTO PC,
COLUMBUS, GA.

the name
Pitts alleges
alleges that
the
name "Girls
"Girls Gone
Gone Wild."
Wild." Pitts
thatin
in April
April
City
2003, while on
on her
her spring
spring break
break vacation in Panama
Panama City
Beach,
Beach, Florida,
Florida, Francis
Francis and
and another
anotherGirls
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
employee approached
approached her
her on the beach
employee
beach and coerced
coerced her
into exposing
on film.
flm. Pitts
exposing her breasts
breasts on
Pittscontends
contends that
that she
she
flmed and
did not consent to be filmed
andwas
was sixteen
sixteen years
years of
of age,
age,
aa sophomore
sophomore in
the alleged
alleged
in high
high school,
school, at
at the
the time of the
incident. Pitts'
image was
incident.
Pitts' image
was displayed
displayed on
on the
the cover
cover of aa
Girls [*2]
Gone Wild
Wild video
video and
and DVD,
DVD, which
which were
were sold
[*2] Gone
and
distributed throughout
throughout the
United States.
States. The
The
and distributed
the United
five-count
First Amended
Amended Complaint
Complaint asserts
asserts claims
ifve-count First
claims for
unjust enrichment;
enrichment; violations
the Florida
Florida Deceptive
Deceptive
unjust
violations of the
and
Unfair
Trade
Practices
Act,
Fla.
Stat.
501.201
et
and
Trade Practices
Fla. Stat.
seq.; unauthorized publication of
of likeness
likeness under
under Fla.
Fla. Stat.
Stat.
misappropriation of
ofone's
one's likeness;
likeness;
§ 540.08; commercial misappropriation
and
doctrine of invasion
invasion of privacy
privacy (Am.
and false
false light
light doctrine
Compl., Doc. 15.)

bias,

For JOSEPH
JOSEPH RR FRANCIS,
For
FRANCIS,MRA
MRA HOLDING
HOLDING LLC,
LLC, A
CALIFORNIA
LIMITED
LIABILITY
COMPANY,
CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY,
MANTRA
FILMS INC,
INC,
AN
OKLAHOMA
MANTRA FILMS
AN OKLAHOMA
CORPORATION, Defendant:
Defendant:
JEAN
MARIE
CORPORATION,
JEAN MARIE
DOWNING, DOWNING
OFFICES PA,
PA,
DOWNING,
DOWNING LAW
LAW OFFICES
PANAMA CITY
CITY BEACH,
BEACH, FL.
PANAMA
JUDGES: RICHARD
RICHARD SMOAK,
SMOAK, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES
JUDGES:
DISTRICT
DISTRICT JUDGE.
JUDGE.

OPINION BY:
BY: RICHARD
RICHARD SMOAK
OPINION

ORDER
MOTION TO
TO DISQUALIFY
DISQUALIFY OR
OR
ORDER ON
ON MOTION
RECUSE

1. Background
Background
I.
Plaintiff
PlaintiffBrittany
BrittanyPitts
Pittshas
hassued
suedDefendant
DefendantJoseph
Joseph R.
R.
Francis and Defendant business
Francis
business entities operating under

The
motion requests
requests that
disqualify or
or recuse
recuse
The motion
that I disqualify
28
myself
this case
case under
under
U.S.C.
455(a) 11..
U.SC § 455(a)
myself from this
Defendants
this case
case
Defendantscontend
contendthat
thatmy
my impartiality
impartiality in this
might
questioned based
and
might be questioned
basedon
onthe
thehistory
historyof
of civil
civil and
involving Defendants
criminal proceedings
proceedings involving
Defendants and
and a former
Girls Gone
Girls
Gone Wild
Wildcameraman
cameraman over
over which
which IIhave
have presided.
presided.
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See
Doev.v.Francis,
Francis,5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,(N.D.
(N.D.Fla.
Fla.filed
fled
See Doe
October 8,
8, 2003);
2003); United
United States
v. Mantra
Mantra Films, Inc.,
October
States v.
Inc.,
12, 2006);
5:06cr78-RS, (N.D.
Fla. filed
filedSeptember
September 12,
(N.D. Fla.
United
States v.v. Schmitz,
United States
Schmitz,5:06cr81-RS,
5:06cr81-RS,(N.D.
(N.D.Fla.
Fla.filed
fled
12, 2006).
September 12,
grounds for disqualifcation
disqualification
2006). As
As grounds
and/or recusal, Defendants contend that:
that:

1. II forced Francis to settle
settle the
the civil
civil lawsuit
1.
lawsuit under
under the
the
threat of incarceration;

2. II would
wouldnot
notconsider
consider"less
"lessonerous
onerous alternatives"
alternatives"
[*31 than
other [*3]
than incarceration
incarceration to compel
compel Francis'
Francis'
mediate the
the civil
civil lawsuit;
compliance with my order to mediate

attend aa criminal
criminal
3. I required that Francis personally attend
sentencing
impact
sentencinghearing
hearingand
andread
readaloud
aloud aa victim impact
statement
his corporation,
corporation, Mantra
Mantra Films,
Films,
statementon
on behalf
behalf of
of his
Inc.,
after
the
corporation
pled
guilty
to
committing
Inc., after the corporation pled
to committing
federal crimes
federal
crimes 22 ; and

made various comments
comments to
4. II made
to Francis
Francis and
and to
to Mark
Schmitz,
Gone Wild
Wild cameraman,
cameraman, at
at judicial
judicial
Schmitz, aa Girls Gone
proceedings.
Defendants contend
contend that
that the
proceedings. Defendants
the comments
comments
demonstrate bias
prejudice against
against them.
them. The
The
demonstrate
bias and
and prejudice
comments are set
set forth
forth and addressed
addressedin
in this
this opinion.
opinion.
U.SC §§455(a)
11 28 U.S.C.
455(a)states,
states, in relevant
relevant part, that
that
"any
judge
"any
judge of the
the United
United States
States shall disqualify
disqualify
himself in
any proceeding
proceeding in
which his
his
himself
in any
in which
impartiality
impartialitymight
mightreasonably
reasonablybe
be questioned."
questioned."
2 The crimes included:
2

(1)
knowingly producing
producing sexually
sexually explicit
explicit
(1) knowingly
DVDs for which
which Mantra
Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.
Inc. failed
failed to
to
DVDs
create and
identifiable age
age
create
and maintain
maintain individually
individually identifable
and identifcation
identification records
records pertaining
pertaining to every
every
and
performer portrayed
performer
portrayedininthe
theDVDs,
DVDs,in
in violation
violation of
of
18 U.S.C.
U.S C § 2257(f)(1);
22570 (1); and
and
(2) knowingly selling sexually
sexually explicit DVDs
not have
have affxed
affixedtotothem
themaastatement
statement
which did not
describing where the required
required age
age documentation
[*41 performers
depicted in
in the
records for
performers depicted
the
records
for all [*4]
DVDs could be
located,inin violation
violation of
of 18
18 U.S.C.
U.SC
be located,
§ 2257(f)(4).
22570(4).
II. Analysis
Analysis
II.

Francis and
and Girls
Girls Gone
GoneWild,
Wild, is the
the first
frst time
Francis
time that
that anyone
anyone
represented
by
counsel
has
ever
filed
a
motion
represented by counsel has ever filed motion
questioning
questioning my
my ethics
ethics or
or moved
moved to
to disqualify
disqualify me
me from
presiding over a case.
have never
never had,
had,nor
nor do
doII currently
currently
case. II have
harbor,
animosity, bias,
bias, or prejudice
prejudice toward
toward Joe
Joe
harbor, any
any animosity,
Francis
Gone Wild that
that would
would cause
cause me
me to
to
Francis or
or Girls
Girls Gone
question my
my ability
ability to fairly
question
fairly and
and impartially
impartiallypreside
preside over
over
this case.
have no
no interest,
interest, personally,
personally, professionally,
professionally, or
case. II have
in the
the outcome
outcome of this or any
any other litigation
politically, in
involving Joe
and Girls
Girls Gone
involving
Joe Francis
Francis and
Gone Wild other
other than
than to
fulfill my
fulfill
mysworn
swornduties
dutiesunder
underthe
the law.
law.33 The
The fact
fact that
that Joe
Joe
Francis
motion to
to
Francisand
andGirls
Girls Gone
GoneWild
Wild have
havefiled
fled a motion
not, in any way, alter
disqualify me from
from this
this case
case does
does not,
my ability to
to preside
preside fairly,
fairly, objectively,
objectively, and
and impartially
over this
this case.
case.

U.SC §§453
in relevant
relevantpart,
part,that:
33 28 U.S.C.
453 states,
states, in
that:

Each judge of the
Each
the United
United States
States
shall
following oath
oath or
shall take
take the
the following
affirmation before
before performing
performing the
the
[*51 office:
duties of his [*5]

"I do
dosolemnly
solemnly swear
swear (or
affirm)
that II will
willadminister
administer
affirm) that
without respect
respect to
to persons,
persons,
justice without
and do
do equal
equal right
right to the poor and
and
and
to the
the rich,
rich, and
andthat
thatI Iwill
will faithfully
faithfully
and
impartially discharge
discharge and
and
and impartially
perform all the
the duties
duties incumbent
incumbent
perform
upon me
me as
as judge
judge under
under the
the
upon
Constitution
the
Constitutionand
andlaws
laws of
of the
United States.
States. So help me God."
United

2. Defendants
2.
not
Defendantsemphasize
emphasizethat
thatthey
they are
are not
contending that II am
contending
am actually
actuallybiased
biased against
against Joe
Joe Francis
Francis
4; rather,
or
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild 4;
rather, they
they contend
contend that
that aa
or Girls
reasonable,
objective person
personwith
with knowledge
knowledge of
of all facts
reasonable, objective
facts
would
perceive
me
as
biased.
Based
on
that
would perceive me as biased. Based on that
representation, I I question
Court may
may
representation,
question whether
whether this
this Court
properly exercise
Joe
properly
exercise jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over the
the motion.
motion. If Joe
Francis
and
Girls
Gone
Wild
do
not
themselves
perceive
Francis and
Gone Wild do not themselves perceive
me
as biased
or some
some
me as
biased but
but contend
contend only
only that
that the
the public or
non-existent individual
individual who
hypothetical, non-existent
who is
is not
not a party to
the case
case perceives
that
the
perceivesme
measasbiased,
biased,I I must
must find
fnd that
Defendants lack
lack standing
standing to
to request
requestmy
mydisqualification.
disqualifcation.
Defendants

A. Preliminary
PreliminaryStatements
Statements
1. In my more than 34-year history as aa trial
trial attorney
1.
and
judge, the
the pending
pendingmotion
motionto
todisqualify,
disqualify, filed
fled by
and judge,
by Joe
Joe

Defendants state:
state: "To
"To clarify
clarify and
44 Defendants
and restate
restate the
the
disqualifcation basis,
disqualification
basis, Defendants
Defendants do not seek
seek to
have this Court declare that itit is
is biased
biased and cannot
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be impartial
impartial in
in this
this matter.
matter. Nor
Nordo
doDefendants
Defendants
be
claim that
that this
this Court
Courthas
has aa personal
personal bias
bias against
against
[*61 Defendants." (Reply, Doc.
[*6]
Doc. 20-2,
20-2, p.
p. 22 at
at P 4.)

ifnd ititproper
find
properand
andnecessary
necessary to
torevisit
revisitthose
thoseproceedings
proceedings
in
motion:
in order
order to
to fully
fullyassess
assess the merits of the motion:

The History
History -- Doe
a. The
Doe v. Francis
737, 751,
751, 104 S. Ct.
See
Allen v. Wright,
468 U.S
See Allen
Wright, 468
U.S. 737,
Ct.
3315, 3324,
3324, 82
82 L.
L. Ed.
Ed 2d 556
3315,
556, 569-70
569-70 (1984)
(1984) (stating
(stating that
the constitutional prerequisite
prerequisite of standing
standing requires
requires that a

movant
"distinct and
and
movant allege
allege personal
personalinjury
injury that
that is
is "distinct
"palpable,"
not
"abstract
or
conjectural
or
hypothetical,"
"palpable,"
"abstract
hypothetical,"
and prohibits a litigant
litigant from
fromraising
raisinganother
another person's
person's legal
rights).
rights).
ignore the most
3. Defendants
Defendants ignore
most relevant,
relevant, objective
objective
evidence
reasonable person's
person's perception
evidence of
of aa reasonable
perceptionof
of my
impartiality
impartialityand
and lack
lack of
ofbias
bias toward
toward Joe
Joe Francis
Francis and Girls
Gone Wild:
Gone
Wild:

In the
the proceedings
proceedings relating to Joe
Joe Francis
Francis and
and Girls
Gone
Wild
over
which
I
have
presided,
Joe
Francis
Gone Wild over which I have presided, Joe Francis and
and
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild were,
were, at
at all
alltimes,
times,represented
represented by an
an
entourage of
of private counsel. Defendants cannot therefore
entourage
complain
complain that they
they were
were not
notadequately
adequately represented
represented in
any
any of
of the
the proceedings
proceedings before
before me.
me. In
Ineach
each proceeding,
proceeding,
counsel for
not
counsel
for Joe
Joe Francis
Francis and
andGirls
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild did not
object to; did
did not
not appeal;
appeal; or
or appealed
appealed the
the rulings
rulings and
and
object
comments
comments of which they
they now
now complain
complainand
and lost.
lost. See
See Doe
v. Francis, 5:03cv260-RS-WCS (N.D. Fla. 2007), appeal
11, 2007)
docketed,
docketed, No.
No. 07-11513-C (11th
(11th Cir.
Cir. April 11,
[*71 my
(denying Francis'
motion to stay
(denying
Francis' emergency
emergency motion
stay [*7]
order finding
in civil
civilcontempt
contempt and
and ordering
ordering his
his
order
finding him in
incarceration); Doe
v. Francis,
Francis, 5:03cv260-RS-WCS
incarceration);
Doe v.
(N.D. Fla.
(N.D.
Fla. 2007),
2007), appeal
appeal docketed,
docketed, No. 07-11513-C (11th
June 4, 2007) (dismissing
Cir. June
(dismissing Francis'
Francis' appeal
appealfor
for lack
lack of
of
jurisdiction);
jurisdiction); Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, 5:03cv260-RS-WCS
5:03cv260-RS-WCS (N.D.
Fla. 2007),
2007), appeal docketed,
No. 07-11513-C
07-11513-C (11th Cir.
docketed, No.
Cir.
2007) (denying
(denying Francis'
Francis' motion
motion to
to reconsider
reconsider
August 1, 2007)
Eleventh
dismissing his
his appeal
appealfor
for lack
lack of
of
Eleventh Circuit's order dismissing
United States
States v.
Films, Inc.,
Inc., 240
jurisdiction); United
v. Mantra Films,
Fed. Appx. 372, 2007 WL 2509852
2509852 (11th Cir.
Cir.September
September
6, 2007)
2007) (unpublished)
(unpublished) (affirming
(affrming my
6,
mysentence
sentence requiring
that Francis
Francis personally
personally perform
perform community
community service
service on
that
behalf of Mantra
Mantra Films, Inc., afer
after the
the corporation
corporation pled
pled
behalf
guilty to
to having
having committed
committed federal
guilty
federalcrimes).
crimes).I Ifind
fnd it
particularly
particularly disturbing
disturbing that
that counsel
counsel for
forDefendants
Defendants chose
chose
omit this
this crucial,
crucial, seemingly
seemingly dispositive,
dispositive, information
information
to omit
from the motion.
motion.

B. Purpose
Because the
thegrounds
groundsasserted
assertedfor
formy
mydisqualification
disqualifcation
Because
rely
rely on
on past
past judicial
judicialproceedings
proceedings unrelated
unrelated to this case,
case, I

The
time that
that
The pending
pendingmotion
motionisis not
not the
the first
frst [*8] time
of
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wildand
and its
itsattorneys
attorneys have
have made
made charges
charges of
unethical conduct against
against members
members of the bar and sought
their disqualifcation.
disqualification. In
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No.
their
In Doe
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
and counsel
counsel then
then
5:03cv260-RS-WCS, Girls
Girls Gone
Gone Wild and
representing
representing itit levied charges
charges of attorney
attorney misconduct
misconduct at
and moved
moved to disqualify two
and
two experienced
experienced attorneys
attorneys from
representing the
that case.
case. See
See Doe
Doe v.
v.
representing
theplaintiffs
plaintiffs in
in that
123).
(Doc.
5:03cv260-RS-WCS
Francis, Case
Case No.
No.
(Doc. 123).
Francis,
Plaintiffs'
Plaintiffs' counsel
counsel had
had never before, in their combined 62
years
years of experience
experience in the practice
practice of
of law,
law,been
been accused
accused
of ethical
ethical wrongdoing
court. (Hr'g
wrongdoingby
by motion
motionfiled
fled in aa court.
124,
1-3, p.
170, p.
p. 21, lines 21-25, p. 22, lines 1-3,
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 170,
p. 124,
lines 3-8.)
Although the motion to disqualify in Doe
Doe v. Francis
purported to allege
allege instances
instances of attorney misconduct, the
bulk of
attackedthe
thecredibility
credibilityof
of the
theplaintiffs
plaintifs
of the
the motion attacked
instead,
tactic designed
designedto
to poison
poisonthe
thepotential
potential jury
jury pool
instead, aa tactic
153, p.
via the public dockets
dockets of this Court.
Court. (Doc.
(Doc. 153,
p. 3 at P
of
2) (although the motion purported
purported to allege
allege instances
instances of
attorney
misconduct,
Defendants
dedicated
more
than
attorney misconduct, Defendants dedicated more than

twice the
the amount
amount of
of pages
pages devoted
devoted to any
any single
single
twice
allegation
attorney misconduct,
misconduct, to
attacking the
the
allegation of
of attorney
to attacking
[*91 Plaintiffs
credibility
the [*9]
Plaintiffs themselves).
themselves). Exposing
Exposing
credibility of the

the motion
motion in
doe v.
v. Francis
Francis for
what itit was
was -- aa
the
in doe
for what
"below-the-belt"
and their
their
"below-the-belt"cheap
cheapshot
shotatat plaintiffs
plaintiffs and
attorneys - I wrote
wrote that:
that:
This Court is presented
presented with
with aa Motion
filed
by ananattorney
attorney who
whoaccuses
accuses
filed by
experienced
of ofthe
experiencedmembers
members
thebar
bar of
of
wrongdoing;
attacks the
the credibility
credibility of the
wrongdoing; attacks
the
Plaintiffs in
manner that
that is wholly
wholly
Plaintiffs
in aa manner
irrelevant to
to explain
explain
irrelevant
to the
the Motion;
Motion; fails to
and pursue
pursue several
several of
of the
the allegations;
allegations; fails
and
to inquire about
confrm the
about and
and confirm
the accuracy
accuracy
of many
of
his
beliefs;
calls
no
witnesses
many of his beliefs; calls no witnesses
other than himself to
to support
support these
these beliefs;
fails to
to report
report the
the alleged
alleged misconduct
misconduct as
as
required by
the Florida
Florida Rules
Rules ofof
required
by the
Professional Conduct; delays 28 months
months in
in
raising several
several of
the alleged
alleged ethical
ethical
raising
of the
violations; and
and requests
requests no
the
violations;
no relief
relief at the
evidentiary hearing
hearing other
other than
than aa "public
evidentiary
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airing"
airing" of
ofhis
hisgrievances.
grievances.

(Doc. 153 at 5.) Under
Under the
the same
same "reasonable
"reasonable person"
person"
standard
standardadvocated
advocatedbybyDefendants,
Defendants,I I note
note that
that aa
reasonable person
perceive the
the pending
pending
reasonable
personcould
could well
well perceive
motion requesting
requesting my
disqualification as
simply an
an
motion
my disqualifcation
as simply
attempt by
Joe Francis,
Francis, Girls
and their
their
attempt
by Joe
Girls Gone
Gone Wild,
Wild, and
counsel
the campaign
counsel to broaden
broaden the
campaign of ethical
ethical assaults
assaults on
members of
include aa member
member of the
the
members
of the
the bar
bar to
to now include
judiciary.
b. The [*10] Present

Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wildcontends
contends in
in the
the pending
pending
Although Girls
motion that
that IIhave
haveimproperly
improperlyacquired
acquired extrajudicial
extrajudicial
motion
knowledge about
that has
has resulted
resulted in bias
bias against
against it,
knowledge
about itit that
Gone Wild
Wild incredibly
incrediblyattaches,
attaches, as
as exhibits
exhibits to the
the
Girls Gone
motion, the
extrajudicial information
information - in the
the very same
same extrajudicial
the
form of
of newspaper
newspaper articles, an internet blog entry,
entry, and
and aa
journal article
article -- that
that ititpreaches
preaches isis improper.
improper. (See
law journal
Mot., Doc.
Doc. 11,
11, Exs. 2-5.) The motion then "warns" that
"[o]ther public
"[o]ther
public perceptions
perceptions articles proliferate the Internet
and
may be
be submitted
submitted to
to this
this Court
Court upon
upon further
further review."
and may
(Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
11, p.
p. 99 at
at n. 10.)
The extrajudicial
extrajudicial exhibits,
the exhibits
exhibits in the
the
The
exhibits, like
like the
motion to
disqualify in
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, are
are wholly
wholly
motion
to disqualify
in Doe
irrelevant
the merits
merits of the
the motion.
motion. The
The motion
motion to
to
irrelevant to
to the
disqualify, while
accurately stating
on
disqualify,
while accurately
statingthe
the law
law on
disqualifcation
disqualificationand
andrecusal
recusalatatthe
the outset,
outset, then
then distorts
distorts the
the
in an
an apparent
apparent effort to
to remove
remove aa lawsuit
lawsuit between
between
law in
private litigants from a court
court of
of law to aa "court" of public
opinion.
The motion begins
begins by correctly quoting
quoting an
an Eleventh
Eleventh
Circuit decision
recuse himself
himself
Circuit
decision stating
stating that
that aa judge should recuse

from
case when
when "an
"anobjective,
objective, disinterested,
disinterested, lay
lay
from aa case
observer
fully informed of
[*11] the
observer fully
of the
the facts
facts underlying [*11]
the
grounds
on which recusal
grounds on
recusal was sought
sought would entertain
entertain a
significant
doubt about
about the
the judge's
judge's impartiality." (Mot.,
signifcant doubt
Doc. 11, p. 10
10 at
at PP 22)
22) (quoting
(quoting Bevan
Bevanv.v.Durling,
Durling, Docket
No. 06-14824,
06-14824, 2007
App. LEXIS
LEXIS 14136,
14136, 2007
2007 WL
2007 U.S.
U.S App.
1721460
at *1 (11th
1721460 at
(11th Cir.
Cir.June
June 15,
15, 2007)
2007) (unpublished)).
(unpublished)).
See
also Christo
Christo v.
v. Padgett,
Padgett, 223
223 F.3d
F3d 1324,
See also
1324, 1333
1333 (11th
Cir. 2000),
2000), cert.
cert. denied,
denied, 531
531U.S.
US 1191,
Cir.
1191, 121
121 S
S. Ct.
Ct. 1190,
1190,
149
Ed 2d
149 L. Ed.
2d 106
106 (2001).
(2001). Although the
the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit
standard for
for recusal
requires the
the judge
judge to consider
standard
recusal requires
consider the
the
perspective
of
an
"objective,
disinterested,
lay
observer
perspective of
"objective, disinterested,
observer
fully informed
fully
informed of
ofthe
thefacts,"
facts,"the
themotion
motionthen
thenmutates
mutates the
the
standard from
from one
one involving objectivity,
standard
objectivity, disinterest,
disinterest, and
and
facts to
to aacontrived
contrived standard
standard based
based on
on "public
"public
facts

11, p. 9 at P
Doc. 11,
P 19)
19) ("Perception,
("Perception,
perception." (Mot., Doc.
11 at
sometimes, matters
mattersmore
more than
than reality.");
reality."); p.
sometimes,
p. 11
27
at P 27
the reality of bias
("What matters
matters is not the
bias or prejudice,
prejudice, but
16 at
the appearance
appearance thereof.");
p. 16
P 46
("the public
public
the
thereof"); p.
at P
46 ("the
whether correct
correct or not, is that
opinion and
and understanding,
understanding, whether
this Court told Joe
Francis 'settle
'settleor
or go
goto
to jail.'");
jail."'); p. 16 at
Joe Francis
P 47
47 ("Perception
("Perception is
as important,
important, when
when it comes
comes to
P
is as
reality.")
fair-minded justice, as
as reality.")

Nowhere does
quote legal
legal
Nowhere
doesthe
the motion
motion cite
cite or quote
authority
that "public
"public [*12] perception"
perception" is
proper
authority that
is aa proper
substitute
the test
test of
of"reasonableness"
"reasonableness" required
substitute for
for the
required for
disqualifcation. 55 This
disqualification.
Thisisisparticularly
particularlytrue
truewhere,
where,as
as here,
here,
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild (1)
(1) makes
makes no
no claim
claim that
that itithas
has adopted
adopted
the perception
perception of bias that itit urges
urges me
me to
to accept
accept and (2)
repeatedly
statesthat
thatpublic
public perception
perceptionof
of bias,
bias, ifif it even
repeatedly states
even
exists,
exists, may
may be
be untethered
untetheredto
toreality.
reality. (Mot.,
(Mot., Doc. 11, p. 17
at P 51) ("Even
("Even accepting
accepting that
that the
the bias
bias and
and prejudice
prejudice as
as
perceived
bypublic
publicopinion
opinionmay
maynot
notbe
bereality
reality. ...
perceived by
. . ); p. 9
19 ("Perception,
("Perception, sometimes,
sometimes, matters
matters more
more than
at
P 19
than
at P
16 at
reality.");
p. 16
P 46 ("the
public opinion
opinion and
and
reality."); p.
("the public
at P
understanding,
whethercorrect
corrector
or not,
not, is that this Court
understanding, whether
told
Francis 'settle
'settle or
or go
go to
to jail.'").
jail."').
told Joe Francis
under which
which
55 The plain language
language of the statute
statute under
Defendantsrequest
requestmy
mydisqualification,
disqualifcation, 28
28 U.S.C.
U.SC
Defendants
455(a), like
like the
the case
case law
law on
onrecusal,
recusal, requires
requires
§ 455(a),
that aa judge
judge disqualify
disqualify himself from a case
caseonly
onlyifif
impartiality might
his impartiality
mightbe
bereasonably
reasonablyquestioned.
questioned.

By contorting
contorting the
the objective,
objective, fact-based
fact-based standard
standard for
disqualification
and recusal
recusal into
standard of
disqualifcation and
into an
an artificial
artifcial standard
"public
perception," Defendants
Defendants construct
legal
"public perception,"
construct the
the legal
scaffolding on which to hang
hang their extrajudicial exhibits,
exhibits,
[*13] the
all at
of [*13]
at the
the potential
potential expense
expense of
the public's
public's respect
respect
for the
the judiciary
judiciary and
and this
this Court;
Court; the
the litigants'
litigants' rights
rights to
receive
receive aa fair trial;
trial; and
and the
the Florida
Florida Rules
Rules of
of Professional
Professional
Conduct. See
SeeFed.
FedR.
R.Civ.
Civ.P.
P 11(b)(1)
11(b)(1) &
& (3) (prohibiting
Conduct.
an
attorney from
documents inin court
an
an attorney
from filing
filing documents
court for
for an
and without
without evidentiary support); N.D.
improper purpose
purpose and
N.D.
77.3 (C) & Fla.
Fla.
R. 77.3(C)
Fla. R.
R. Prof
Prof.Conduct
Conduct 4-3.6
4-3.6
Fla. Loc. R.
(prohibiting an attorney
attorney from
participating in
from making
making or participating
making
statements that
prejudice a
making extrajudicial statements
that could
could prejudice
trial
trial or
or adjudicative
adjudicative proceeding).
proceeding).
The Merits
Merits
C. The
if II were
that "public
"public perception" is a
Even if
were to
to assume
assume that
relevant consideration
consideration in
assessing the
the
relevant
in assessing
the merits
merits of
of the
pending motion,
Defendants have
submit
pending
motion, Defendants
have failed
failed to
to submit
evidence that
that the
the public does
evidence
does indeed
indeed perceive
perceive me
me as
as
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biased
against Joe
JoeFrancis
Francisand
andGirls
Girls Gone
Gone Wild.
Wild. 66 None
biased against
None

the newspaper
newspaper articles
articles submitted
submitted by
byDefendants
Defendants
of the
articles simply
simply
support their claim of
of bias.
bias. The newspaper
newspaper articles
report, without editorial,
editorial, opinion,
opinion, or
or commentary,
commentary, the
the
report,
civil
civiland
and criminal
criminalproceedings
proceedings relating
relating to
toJoe
Joe Francis
Francis and
Girls
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild over
over which
whichI Ihave
havepresided.
presided.
66
Neither Defendants
Defendants nor
should
Neither
nor Plaintiff should
interpret this
as an
an invitation
invitation to
to scour
scour
interpret
this finding
fnding as
popular culture and
and flood
food the
the dockets
dockets of this Court
with extrajudicial [*14] information
of
information in support
support of
or in opposition
opposition to
to my
my finding.
fnding.

threaten and
and abuse
abusethe
theother
otherparty
partyininthe
thecivil
civil lawsuit.

I can
can only
onlyassume
assume that
that Angier,
Angier, aanon-attorney,
non-attorney,
the difference
difference between
between requiring
requiring a party to
misunderstood the
settle aa case
case and
mediate a case
case in
settle
and requiring
requiring aa party
party to mediate
good faith when
he wrote
wrote the
the "settle
"settle or
or jail"
jail" article.
good
when he
article. The
The
quoted portion of
quoted
of the
the blog
blogentry
entryappears
appears to
to have
have been
been an
effort by
by Angier
Angiertotocorrect
correctthe
themistake.
mistake.Defendants
Defendants even
even
acknowledge
Angier's
error,
though
in
a
mere
footnote:
acknowledge Angier's error, though
a mere footnote:
"[T]he public
"[T]he
publicperceptions
perceptions and
and confusion
confusion have
have apparently
apparently
causedthe
thearticle
article itself
itself to be removed
removed from
from the New [sic]
caused
Herald
Herald web
web site
site archives at http://www.newsherald.com."
(Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
11, p.
p. 88 at n. 8.)

1. Mediate
Mediate in Good Faith,
Faith, Not Settle
Settle or
or Jail
The single
single parcel
parcel of evidence
evidence submitted
submitted by
Girls
The
by Girls
Gone Wild that
that does
does provide
provide a
a relevant
relevant opinion
an
Gone
opinion of an
objective observer's perception contradicts the perception
of bias urged by Girls Gone Wild.
Wild. That
That evidence
evidence is a blog
entry
the "Court
"Court of
of Public
Public Opinion"
Opinion" section
section of the
the
entry in the
online version of the
the Panama
Panama City News
News Herald ("News
("News
The author
author of the
the blog
blog entry,
entry, David
David Angier,
Angier,
Herald"). The
wrote the
"settle or
jail" article
article that
that was
was originally
originally
wrote
the "settle
or jail"
published
published in the
the News
News Herald and
and which
which served
served as
as the
the
basis
reports in the national media that
basis for the inaccurate
inaccurate reports
forced Joe
Joe Francis
Francis to
settle the
lawsuit or
or face
face
I forced
to settle
the civil
civil lawsuit
imprisonment. See
Judge to Francis:
Francis:
imprisonment.
SeeDavid
David Angier,
Angier, Judge
Settle or
Jail, Panama
Panama City News
News Herald,
Herald, March
March 31,
31,
Settle
or Jail,
11-2.) Angier stated
2007, at
(Ex., Doc.
Doc. 11-2.)
stated in the
the
2007,
at 1A-2A
IA-2A (Ex.,
blog entry that
The judge
judge said
said. ...
The
. .that
that he
he did
did not
not order
order
Francis
the federal
federal lawsuit
lawsuit or go
Francis to settle
settle the
go
jail. That's
That's very
very true,
true, but
but 'settle
'settle or jail'
to jail.
has
almost a catchphrase
at this
has become
become almost
catchphrase at
that is
is perpetuating
perpetuating itself. Even
Even the
the
point that
Sunday op-ed page
page carried
News Herald's Sunday
the misconception.

David Angier, Settle
Settle or Jail,
Jail, Panama
Panama City News
News [*15]
Herald, April
9, 2007,
2007, at Court of Public
Public Opinion
Opinion (Ex.,
(Ex.,
Herald,
April 9,
Doc. 11-3.)
In other
sole author
author of
of the
the "settle
"settle or
or jail"
jail"
other words, the
the sole
if one
article admits that any perception, if
one does
does exist, that I

required Joe
to tosettle
or orgogototojail
required
JoeFrancis
Francis
settle
jail is
is aa
misperception.
Simply stated,
stated, my
my order
order did not
misperception. Simply
not require
require
that Joe
Joe Francis
Francis settle
settle the
the lawsuit;
lawsuit; rather,
rather, itit
that
unambiguously
unambiguously required
required that
thatJoe
Joe Francis
Francis mediate
mediate his
his case
case
good faith
found him
him in
in civil
civilcontempt
contempt for
in good
faith after
afer II found
exploiting
court-ordered mediation
mediation proceeding
proceeding to
exploiting aa court-ordered

It is
is noteworthy
noteworthy that
that Defendants
Defendants do not
not contend
contend that
[*161 they themselves
interpreted my
my order
order as
[*16]
themselves interpreted
as requiring
that Joe
Francis settle
settle the
the case.
case.Unlike
Unlike Angier,
Angier, all
Joe Francis
all parties
parties
present
at the
the contempt
contempt hearing,
hearing, including
including counsel for
present at
for Joe
Joe
Francis
Gone Wild, did
did understand
understand that
that my
Francis and
and Girls
Girls Gone
order required
that Joe
Francis simply
simply mediate
order
required that
Joe Francis
mediate in good
good
faith, not
faith,
not settle,
settle, the
the case:
case:
THE
COURT:Mr.
Mr.Francis
Franciscan
can cure
cure his
his
THE COURT:
contempt
sanction of
contemptand
and have
have this
this sanction
of
incarceration
his proper
proper
incarceration removed
removed upon
upon his
participation in
mediation. And
direct
participation
in mediation.
And I direct
that the plaintiffs
plaintiffs are
are to
to cooperate
cooperate in every
possible
possible way in expediting
expediting the
the scheduling
scheduling
of the resumption of
of the mediation.
mediation.
Whenever
due to
to
Wheneverthe
the mediation
mediation isis due
start, I direct
direct that
that everybody
everybody concerned
concerned are
in Bay
Bay County
County no
no later
later than
than the
the
to arrive in
evening
no
evening before
beforeso
so that
that there
therewill
will be no
possibility, hopefully,
mediation not
not
possibility,
hopefully, of mediation
getting started
on time.
getting
started on
time.
It is
is in
inMr.
Mr.Francis'
Francis' interest
interest that
that this
this
mediation be set
set up
up and
and accomplished
accomplished as
as
quickly
as
possible.
quickly as possible.
If necessary,
If
necessary, this mediation could be
be
conducted
the courthouse
courthouse and
conducted here
here in
in the
and I
will
will wait
waittotohear
hearfrom
fromthe
theattorneys
attorneys about
about
this offer. Regardless,
will be
be
Regardless,I I will
immediately
the event
event any
any
immediately available
available in
in the
further problems
problems arise.
arise.

Now, at
at the
the mediation,
mediation, Mr.
Mr. Francis
Francis
will
willbe
bedressed
dressed and groomed appropriately
as
[*17] ififfor
as [*17]
forthe
theappearance
appearance before
before this
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court in this
this courtroom.
courtroom. This
This means
means aa
court

If necessary
we'll take
If
necessary we'll
take this
this aa step
step at a time.

business
business suit and aa tie,
tie, business
business shoes
shoes and

socks
conduct himself
himself and
and
socks and
and he
he will conduct
communicate inin aa manner
manner during
during the
the
communicate
mediation with
withthe
the demeanor
demeanor and
and courtesy
expected in serious
expected
serious business
business transactions
transactions
and appearances
appearances before
before this
this court.
willemphasize
emphasize again
again that
that this
this
I will
mediation is ordered
as an
an activity
activity of this
mediation
ordered as
we put it under
court. Simply
Simply because
because we
under the
the
supervision of aa neutral mediator does
does not
remove
and control
control of
of
remove itit from the
the interest
interest and
the court.
court.

Francis will
will be
be released
released from
from
Mr. Francis
incarceration when
when the
the mediator
mediator certifies
certifes
incarceration
in person
me that
that Mr. Francis
has fully
fully
person to me
Francis has
complied
with
this
order
and
has
complied with this order and has
participated in the mediation in good faith.
faith.
Now,
Now, the
the further
further guidance
guidance is
is that
that there
there
must - while mediation - this obligation to
must
mediate does
does not
not impose
impose an
an obligation
obligation to
mediate
settle,
settle, there
there must
must be
be participation
participation by
by all
parties
and the attorneys
parties and
attorneys in a discussion
discussion frank and
and thorough
thorough discussion
discussion -- as
as stated
stated
in Local
Local Rule
Rule 16.3. And that
that is to identify
the interests
interests that are at
at stake,
stake, to
to suggest
suggest
alternatives, analyze
alternatives,
analyze the issues,
issues, question
question
existing
perceptions, to
conduct private
private
existing perceptions,
to conduct
caucuses,to
to stimulate
stimulate negotiations
negotiations and to
caucuses,
keep this thing [*18]
[*18] under
under order.
order.

...
THE COURT:
THE
COURT:We
Weare
are looking
looking at
at this
point, Mr.
Mr. Francis,
Francis, to
to dodowithout
without
point,
reservation what
order, scheduling
scheduling
reservation
what my order,
mediation order,
mediation
order,required
requiredinin the
the first
frst
instance.
His conduct,
conduct,which
which II think is not
instance. His
disputed -- II don't
don't know
know ififI've
I'vebeen
been
sufficiently
Burke, in
sufficiently articulate,
articulate, but
but Mr.
Mr. Burke,
all of
of my
my years
years of being a trial lawyer, and
and
a mediator,
and
then
and
as
a
mediator
mediator, and then and as mediator
trying to keep
keep up with
with the
the law
law and
and the
the
trying
guidance in
Florida, the
the Dispute
Dispute
guidance
in Florida,
Resolution Center
the Florida
Florida
Resolution
Centerwith
with the
Supreme Court,
Court, tried to keep all mediators
Supreme
mediators
involved of
can't think
think of
of
of current
current issues
issues -- II can't
in my
mycareer.
career.
any worse behavior anytime in

...
MR. BURKE:
BURKE: In
Inlight
lightofofthe
thecourt's
court's
order,
which
seems
to
be
to
be
premised
order,
seems to be
be premised
on
the fact
fact - on
on the
the finding
finding that
that Mr.
Mr.
on the
Francis did
did not
not meaningfully
meaningfully participate,
participate,
or that
that the
the mediation
mediation was
was not
not conducted
conducted
pursuant
pursuant to the court's scheduling
scheduling order in
good faith,
would like
like to
to proffer
proffer on
on
good
faith, II would
behalf
behalf of
of the
the defendants,
defendants, under
under seal,
seal, so
so
that the matter may be
be reviewed
reviewed by both either
the court
court of
either Your
Your Honor
Honororor by
by the
of
appeal - the actual offers that were made at
the mediation,
mediation, so
a court
court may
may
the
so that
that a
consider
fact mediation
mediation
consider whether
whether in
in fact
[*191 the
proceeded inin good
by [*19]
proceeded
good faith
faith by
defendants
and
by
Mr.
Francis
in
defendants and by Mr. Francis in
particular.
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
101,
Doc.
12-25,
p.
1-25, p. 101,
338,
p.
Doc.
p. 90, lines 12-25, p. 91, lines 1-25,
102, lines
lines 11-20.)
lines 15-25, p. 102,

The quoted
quoted statements
statements prove, beyond
beyond aa reasonable
reasonable
doubt,
defense counsel
counsel correctly
correctly understood
understood my
doubt, that defense
as requiring that Joe
Francis mediate
mediate in
in good faith,
order as
Joe Francis
not
settle, the
the case.
case. As
specifically articulated
articulated on the
the
not settle,
As specifcally
record
and as
as quoted
quoted verbatim
verbatim above:
above:"[T]his
"[T]his obligation
record and
to mediate does
does not
not impose
impose an
an obligation
obligation to settle." (Doc.
(Doc.
338, p. 90 at lines 18-19.)
Assuming
Assuming that
that defense
defense counsel
counsel misconstrued
misconstrued the
the
counsel did
did not
order as
as a requirement
requirement to settle, defense
defense counsel
the order;
order; did
did not
not seek
seekclarification
clarifcation from
object to the
from me
me that
the order was an order to mediate, not an order to settle;
settle;
and objectively demonstrated,
through conduct,
conduct, that
that my
and
demonstrated, through
order was a requirement to
to mediate
mediate because
because Francis did,
in fact,
following
fact, mediate
mediate with aa mediator
mediator by telephone
telephone following
the hearing. Had Francis
Francis and
and defense
defense counsel interpreted
my order
order as
as aa requirement
requirement to
to settle,
settle, they
they presumably
presumably
would not
the effort to
not have
have made the
to contact
contact and
and enter into
discussions with
with aa mediator
mediator following
following the
discussions
the hearing.
hearing. Based
Based
on
this overwhelming
overwhelming evidence,
evidence, I [*20]
that aa
on this
[*20] find that
reasonable person
only reject
rejectDefendants'
Defendants'
reasonable
personwould
would not
not only
argument of
of perceived
bias as
as itit relates
to the
the "settle or
argument
perceived bias
relates to
article but
butwould
wouldalso
also
questionDefendants'
Defendants'
jail" article
question
underlying purpose
republishing, via
this Court's
Court's
underlying
purpose in
in republishing,
via this
public
public dockets,
dockets, aa story
story they
they know
know to
to be
be false.
false.
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truncates
motion
improperly
and
The
mischaracterizes my
mischaracterizes
myinstruction
instructiontoto mediate
mediate when
when it
asserts:
asserts:

c. Moreover,
Moreover, this Court
Court advised
advised the
the
parties that
were to "resolve"
"resolve" this
this
parties
that they
they were
matter. When
questioned by
counsel for
matter.
When questioned
by counsel
the defendant
defendant asastoto the
definition of
the
the definition
of
resolving
resolving this matter,
matter, the
the Court
Court advised,
advised,
'I'm
looking for you
you all
all totoresolve
resolve this
this
'I'm looking
thing finally.'
thing
fnally.'
11, p.
13.c.) The
The motion omits the
(Mot., Doc.
Doc. 11,
p. 88 at P 13.c.)
the
basis for
for that
that statement:
statement:
THE COURT:
COURT: You
You told
told me
me that
that you
you
thought you all
allhad
hadmade
madesome
some progress
progress
over the noon hour, as I understood it.
it.

(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis,Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
Doc. 338 at 99, lines 3-4.)
My
My statement
statement was
was thus
thus intended
intended to
to encourage
encourage the
the
parties
parties to continue
continue their
their progress
progress toward
toward agreement
agreement and
and
compromise, based
compromise,
based on defense counsel's representation to
me that such progress had
had been
been made.
made. ItIt was
was not an order

to settle.
settle. In aa case
case where
where a litigant --Joe
Joe Francis
Francis - had
had
[*211 dispute
forthrightly rejected
rejected the
the alternative
alternative [*21]
forthrightly
resolution process
processin
in its
its first
frst three
three minutes
minutes and
and deprived
deprived
himself of
of the
the chance
chance to beneft
benefit from
fromthe
theprocess,
process, itit was
was
necessary
and proper
proper to
to assume
assumethe
the role
role of
of an "advocate"
necessary and
mediation. By
By promoting
promoting the
thealternative
alternative dispute
dispute
for mediation.
resolution
to further its
resolution process,
process, II attempted
attempted to
its objectives
objectives
and those
the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit, the Federal
Federal Rules
and
those of
of the
Rules of
of
Civil
CivilProcedure,
Procedure, and the Local Rules of this Court:
Court:
16.3
THE
COURT: Local
Local Rule
Rule 16.3
THE COURT:
provides that
mediation is aa supervised
supervised
provides
that mediation
settlement conference
conference presided
presided over
over by a
settlement
mutual
mutual mediator
mediator to promote
promote conciliation,
conciliation,
compromise and
and the
the ultimate
ultimate settlement
settlement of
of
a civil
civil action.
action.

the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit, the
the Court
Court
Now the
of Appeals,
Appeals, has
has said
said that
thatsettlement
settlement
conferences
arevaluable
valuabletools
tools for
for district
conferences are
courts.
courts.
...
Rules specifically
specifcally
In fact,
fact, the
the Federal
Federal Rules
provide for
for settlement
settlement conferences.
conferences. In the

case of
of the
the Northern
Northern District,
District, by and
case
and large
are
settlement
conferences
are
conducted
neutral mediator
mediator rather
rather
conducted by
by a neutral
than the district judge.
judge.
these
these

...
Now
Now these
these settlement conferences and
mediations are
are neutral
neutral forums
forums that foster
mediations
foster
settlement - and
and this
this isisthe
theEleventh
Eleventh
Circuit
talking - which
which in
in turn
turnease
ease
Circuit talking
crowded
court
dockets
and
result
crowded court dockets and result in
savings
litigants and
and the
the judicial
judicial
savings to
to the
the litigants
system.
[*221 settlement conferences
Second, [*22]
conferences
allow
courts to
to manage
manage their
their dockets
dockets
allow courts
efficiently.
The
value
of
the
court's
efficiently. The value the court's
efficient
management
of
its
dockets
cannot
efficient management its dockets
be underestimated.
underestimated. InIn particular,
the
be
particular, ifif the
adjudicate cases
casesefficiently
effciently
court is able to adjudicate
without
without much
much delay,
delay, itit reduces
reduces the cost to
the taxpayers and the expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
jurors,
jurors, witnesses,
witnesses, parties and lawyers.
lawyers.

This, in
in turn,
turn,creates
creates an
anatmosphere
atmosphere
more conducive to administering justice.
1,
71 at lines 1,
13-19, 23-25, p.
(Doc. 338, p.
p. 70 at lines 13-19,
p. 71
5-18.)
The
Code
of
Judicial
Conduct
specifically
5-18.) The Code of Judicial Conduct specifcally
mentions
mediation and
and settlement
settlement as
as adjudicative
adjudicative
mentions mediation
responsibilities. See
Canon 3A(5) ("A
responsibilities.
See Commentary
Commentary to
to Canon
judge should
seek to
to facilitate
facilitate settlement
should encourage
encourage and seek
settlement ..
. ."); Canon
Canon 3A(4)
("A judge
judge may,
may, with
with consent
consent of the
the
3A(4) ("A
parties, confer
parties and
and their
their
parties,
confer separately
separatelywith
with the
the parties
counsel
an effort
effort totomediate
mediate or
orsettle
settle pending
pending
counselinin an
matters. ").
matters.").

emphasizedto
to Francis
Francishow
how his
his participation
participation in
I even emphasized
settlement discussions
discussionsthrough
through mediation
mediation could possibly
settlement
benefit him:

THE COURT:
THE
COURT:When
WhenI Iwas
wasaa mediator,
mediator,
I would
would tell
tellthe
theparties
parties at
at the
the beginning,
beginning,
that mediation
mediation will
will give
giveyou
youan an
that
opportunity to discover
discover things about
about your
opponent's
never
opponent's case
case that
that you
you may have never
[*231 become
thought about.
may [*23]
thought
about. You
You may
aware
weaknesses that
you never
never
aware of weaknesses
that you
thought
thought about.
about.
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...
We don't
don't know,
know, had
had Mr.
Mr. Francis
Francis
We
remained
remained and
and participated constructively,
constructively,
that perhaps
perhaps this
case could
could have
have been
been
that
this case

settled
bargain, afer
after the
the mediator
mediator
settled for
for a bargain,
had
had an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to work
work with the
had had
the
plaintiffs.
I know
is one
one of
of
know that
that Dom
Dom Caparello
Caparello is

the most
most tenacious
tenacious mediators,
mediators, and
and
the
somewherein
in his
his family
family tree
somewhere
tree there
there has
has to
be a snapping
snapping turtle
turtle because
because he does
does not

turn loose.
loose. And
force the
the most
most
turn
And he
he will force
reluctant lawyer
stay into
reluctant
lawyer and
and litigant
litigant to stay
the night and focus on the
the down
down - potential
case.
downsides
of
their
case.
And
of their
unfortunately, Mr.
not
unfortunately,
Mr. Francis,
Francis, you
you did
did not
process an
give that process
an opportunity
opportunity to
to work
so
that it might
might have
have saved
saved you
you from
from
so that
yourself.
(Hr'g Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03 cv 260,
260, Doc.
Doc.
74 at lines
75 at lines
338, p.
p. 73
25, p.
p. 74
lines 1-3, p.
p. 75
lines
73 at line 25,
3-14.)
When the parties ultimately
ultimately entered
entered into
into aa settlement
settlement

agreement, Francis
motion to
to vacate
vacate the
the
agreement,
Francisdid
didnot
notfile
fle aa motion
settlement on the
the grounds
grounds that
that it was improperly
settlement
improperly coerced.
coerced.
Nor
Nor did
did he
he contend
contend that II dictated
dictated or
or influenced
influenced the
the terms
terms
of the settlement
suchthat
thatitit favored
favored the
theplaintiffs.
plaintiffs. For all
settlement such
know, Francis
Francis may
may have
have turned
turned out
the
I know,
out the
the winner
winner in the
[*241 ultimately
settlement that was
settlement
was reached.
reached. 77 Francis [*24]
purged his contempt,
contempt, not
not because
because he settled the case,
case, but
because
the
settlement
demonstrated
that
he
had
finally
because the settlement demonstrated that he had finally
mediated in good faith.
knowledge of,
of, nor
nor is
is it generally
77 I have
have no knowledge
generally in
the business
of the
the Court,
Court, to have
knowledge of
of
business of
have knowledge
the specific
specifc terms
of
a
settlement
agreement.
terms of a settlement agreement.

Even assuming
assuming that
public does
does harbor
harbor aa
Even
that the
the public
misperception that
required Joe
Joe Francis
Francis to settle
settle the
the
misperception
that II required
civil
civillawsuit
lawsuitunder
underthe
thethreat
threat of
ofincarceration,
incarceration, Defendants
Defendants
fail
fail to
toestablish
establish aa nexus
nexus between
between that
that perception
perception and
and the
the
perception
perception of bias
bias that
that is
is urged.
urged. AAreasonable,
reasonable, objective
objective
is presumably
presumablyunfamiliar
unfamiliar with
with the full
lay observer
observer is
full range
range
sanctions that
may lawfully impose
impose on
litigant
of sanctions
that II may
on a litigant
found to
be in contempt
contempt of
court. The
The "settle
"settle or
found
to be
of court.
or jail"
article
Joe Francis
Francis was
was found
found to be
be in
in contempt
article states
states that Joe
of court.
court. AA lay
layobserver
observer reading
reading the
the article
article could
could thus
thus

reasonably
conclude that
that settlement
settlementor
or jail
jail was
was aa proper
reasonably conclude

sanction
contemptuous litigant
like Joe
Joe Francis.
Francis.
sanction for
for aa contemptuous
litigant like
all, ititwas
was Joe
Joe Francis'
Francis' own
own violation
violation of aa court
court
After all,
order,
any impetus
impetus on
part, that
that brought
brought him
order, not
not any
on my part,
before me.
inclination to
I had no inclination
to punish
punish Francis
Francis or
or to
to cause
cause him
"lose" the
the civil
civillawsuit.
lawsuit.The
Thesanction
sanctionimposed
imposed was
was
to "lose"
[*251
simply intended
intended [*25] to force
force Joe
Joe Francis
Francis to obey
obey an
an
order of this
order
this Court
Court -- my
myorder
ordertotomediate.
mediate. AAreasonable
reasonable
sanction for
for aa party
party who fails to participate
sanction
participate in mediation
mediation
as
as required
required by
by court
court order
order is
is to require
require that
that party
party to "go
back and do it again."

Had I desired
desired to punish
punish Francis
Francis and to cause
cause him to
lose
civil lawsuit,
lawsuit, I Icould
couldhave
haveaccomplished
accomplished that
that
lose the
the civil
objective much
much more
more swiftly
swifly and
objective
andseverely
severely than
than ordering
ordering
him to
to settle
settle the
the case
case under
under the
the threat
threat of
of incarceration.
incarceration.
Federal Rules
Rules of
of Civil
Civil Procedure
The Federal
Procedure grant
grant broad
broad powers
powers
to a federal judge to
to insure
insure that
that parties
parties obey
obey court
court orders
orders
and
conduct
themselves
appropriately
in
federal
and conduct themselves appropriately in federal
proceedings.
The Federal
Federal Rules
Rules authorize
authorize me
me to sanction
proceedings. The
aa recalcitrant
recalcitrant defendant
defendant by (1)
striking that
that party's
party's
(1) striking
defenses; (2) preventing
the claims
claims of
of
defenses;
preventing itit from opposing
opposing the
the plaintiffs;
plaintiffs; or (3)
entering a judgment
judgment by default
default
(3) entering
the
against it.
it. See
SeeFed.
Fed R.
R. Civ. P.
P 16(f)
16(J) &
& 37(b)(2). In other
against
other
words, had
had I harbored
harbored true animosity, prejudice,
prejudice, or bias
bias
toward Francis
and his
his companies,
Francis and
companies, II could have
have simply
entered
every defense
defense and
and entering
entering
entered orders
orders striking
striking every
judgment against
against them
the need
need to coerce
coerce aa
judgment
them without
without the
settlement. See
See 6A Charles
Charles Alan
Arthur R.
R.
Alan Wright
Wright &
& Arthur
1531 [*26]
[*261
Miller, Federal
Federal Practice
Practice and
and Procedure
Procedure §§ 1531
1990) ("Undoubtedly
(2d
ed. 1990)
the harshest
harshest sanction
sanction
("Undoubtedly the
(2d ed.
ordered
case or
ordered isis one
one either
either dismissing
dismissing the
the plaintiff's
plaintiffs case
default judgment.")
entering aa default
Mindful, however,
however, of my
my judicial
judicial duty
duty totoexercise
exercise
my grant of authority
authority with
with proper
proper restraint,
restraint, I declined
declined to
enter
a default
default judgment,
judgment, instead
instead selecting
selecting a more
more
enter a
judicious
judicious course:
course:
THE COURT:
THE
COURT:Financial
Financialsanctions
sanctions are
are
the low end
of
the
available
tools
that
are
end of the available tools that are
available for me to deal with this situation.
situation.
are the
the really
really
On the other end of the scale are

capital
punishment sanctions,
sanctions, and
that
capital punishment
and that
would be
be to
to strike
strike Mr.
Mr.Francis'
Francis' pleadings
pleadings
default against him.
and enter aa default
...
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[P]erhaps the
the sanction
sanction of
of entering
[P]erhaps
entering aa
is
default
against
Mr.
Francis

truth.
evidence of bias. That statement is the truth.

[inappropriate
this time
time because]
because] he
he
[inappropriate at
at this
may not have
have been
been specifcally
specifically warned
warned
may
that that
that might
might happen,
happen, although
although the
the
that
scheduling
mediation order
order does
does
scheduling and
and mediation
generally warn
warn of
of possible
possible sanctions.
sanctions.

2007, the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs in Doe v. Francis
On March 23, 2007,
filed
motionrequesting
requestingsanctions
sanctionsagainst
against Joe
Joe Francis.
Francis.
ifled aamotion
See
Doe v.
v. Francis, Case
See Doe
Case No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS, Doc.
Doc.
286. The motion alleged
286.
alleged that
that Francis
Francis had
had behaved
behaved in a
threatening
and abusive
abusive manner
mannertoward
toward the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs and
threatening and
their attorneys
attorneys at aa court-ordered
court-ordered mediation.
mediation. (Doc. 286.)
Because of
of the
the seriousness
of those
those allegations,
allegations, II held a
Because
seriousness of
hearing
whether aa more
more formal, evidentiary
hearing to determine
determine whether
hearing
hearing on the motion
motion was
was warranted.
warranted. Francis'
Francis' attorney,
attorney,
Michael Dickey, was
was present
present at
at the
the hearing.
hearing. Mr.
Mr. Dickey
stated that

Now this
this case
case is going to get back on
Now
Francis. And
track, Mr. Francis.
And it's going
going to
to trial
trial in
July. And
gets to
is going
going to
July.
And how
how it gets
to trial is
depend
in large measure
on your behavior
depend in
measure on
from
want there
there to
to be
be no
no
from now on. But II want
misunderstanding ononyour
misunderstanding
yourpart
partthat
thatifif I
find
willfulnoncompliance
noncompliance with
with the
the
find willful
required
and my orders,
required procedures
procedures and
orders, that
that
the next sanction [*27] is
is likely
likely to
to be
be the
the
entry of
of aa default
default against
against you. And
And then,
then, as
as
now,
now, you will
will have
have nobody
nobody to
to blame
blame but
yourself.
(Hr'g Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03 cv 260,
260, Doc.
Doc.
338, p. 83 at lines 6-10, p. 84 at lines 6-18.)
To endorse
the position of
endorse the
of bias
bias urged
urged by
by Defendants
Defendants
would be
be to
to permit
permit aacontemptuous
contemptuous litigant
wrest
would
litigant to wrest
control
simply because
that litigant
litigant
control of
of aa case
case from a judge simply
because that
has
chosen to
to perpetuate
perpetuateaafalse
false report
report by
by the
the media
media of a
has chosen
judicial
proceeding
involving
him.
By
elevating
an
judicial proceeding involving him.
elevating an
alleged
false
perception
of
bias
a
perception
that
even
alleged false perception of
a perception that even
Girls Gone
Gone Wild
Wild does
does not claim
claim to
to hold
hold -- above
above the
the truth,
Girls Gone
Gone Wild requests
requests that
substitute fact
Girls
that I substitute
fact with
fantasy. This the law
law surely
surely cannot
cannot and
and does not permit.

2. Civil
Civil Contempt: Francis Gone
Gone Wild
Wild
As further
further evidence
evidence of my
my alleged
alleged bias,
bias, the motion
states that

regard to the
the behavior
behavior of
of Joe
Joe
with regard
Francis at mediation, the Court stated
stated that
'[p]erhaps
us are
are at
'[p]erhaps the
the next
next time
time any
any of us
our mother's
dinner table
table and
and we
we talk
talk like
mother's dinner
Mr.
can simply
simply tell our mother
Mr. Francis,
Francis, we can
that we're just being colorful,
colorful, and
and see
see how
opined that
that'in
'in all
all of my
that flies
and opined
that
flies .... . and
years of
being aa trial
trial lawyer,
lawyer, and
and aa
years
of being
mediator .. . . I can't
can't think
think of
of any
any worse
worse
behavior anytime [*28]
[*28] in
in my
mycareer.'
career.'
11, p. 7 at P
Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
P 13.a.)
13.a.) That
That statement
statement is not

I'm not
not sure
sure under
under the
thecircumstances,
circumstances,
Honor, what II could
could have
have done,
done, or
Your Honor,
any
the other
other attorneys
attorneys in the
the room
room
any of the
could have done
done to
to stop
stop [Francis']
[Francis'] outburst
[at
the mediation],
mediation], short
short of
of what
what
[at the
transpired, which
the plaintiffs'
plaintiffs'
transpired,
which was
was the
lawyers
left which
which was
was
lawyersgot
got up
up and
and lef
appropriate,
to you,
you, under
under the
the
appropriate, II would put to
circumstances.
(H'rg Tr.,
Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
Doc. 311, p. 6 at lines 22-25, p. 7 at lines 1-2.)

In other
other words,
words, Mr.
Mr. Dickey,
Dickey,Joe
JoeFrancis'
Francis' attorney,
attorney,
agreed
own client [*29] at
at aa
agreed that
that the
the behavior
behaviorof
of his
his own
court-ordered
mediation
was
so
incredibly
abusive
court-ordered mediation was so
abusive and
and
inappropriate as
asto
to justify
justify plaintiffs and
inappropriate
and their
their counsel
counsel to
simply
leave the
the mediation.
mediation. Relying
Dickey's
simply leave
Relying on
on Mr. Dickey's
representation, I I found
appropriate to
to schedule
schedule an
an
representation,
found it appropriate
hearing on
on the
the motion
motion for sanctions
to afford
evidentiary hearing
sanctions to
Francis the
the opportunity
opportunity to defend
Francis
defend himself. II entered
entered an
an
order
that unambiguously
unambiguously stated
purpose of
the
order that
stated the
the purpose
of the
hearing:
R. Francis is ordered
Defendant Joseph
Joseph R.
to appear
appear ..... .totoshow
showcause
cause why
why he
he should

not
be held
held in
in contempt
contempt for
failure to
to
not be
for failure
comply
with
Paragraph
8
of
the
comply with Paragraph 8 of the
Scheduling
and to
Scheduling and
and Mediation
Mediation Order
Order and
show cause
causewhy
whyPlaintiff's
Plaintiffs Motion for the
show
the
imposition
of
sanctions
should
not
be
imposition sanctions should not be
granted.
5:03cv260-RS-WCS, Doc.
(Doe
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
Doc.
(Doe v. Francis,
289.)
Thus, the
sole purpose
purpose of
the hearing,
hearing, per
per my
289.) Thus,
the sole
of the
written order,
order, was
was to
to consider
consider whether
whether Francis
Francis had
had
written
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violated
order requiring
requiring all
all litigants
litigants in this
violated my standard
standard order
this
Court to
to attempt
attempt to
to resolve
resolve their
their cases
cases through mediation.
mediation.

At the
the evidentiary
evidentiaryhearing,
hearing,Francis
Franciswas
wasrepresented
represented
At
by Michael Burke,
counsel for
for Girls Gone
Burke, general
general counsel
Gone Wild,
and by
by Mr.
Mr.Dickey.
Dickey.The
Thetestimony
testimonyand
andevidence
evidence
and
presented
the evidentiary
evidentiary hearing
hearing and
and in
in the
the written
presented atat the
documents filed on the docket were shocking:
shocking:
.To [*30] report
report that
that Francis
Francis arrived
arrived late
late at
at the
the
mediation is
an understatement.
understatement. Francis
mediation
is an
Francisarrived
arrivedfour
fur
hours
late, keeping
keeping the
the out-of-town
out-of-town plaintiffs and
hours late,
and their
attorneys waiting. (Doc.
(Doc. 286,
286, p.
p. 1-2
1-2 at
at PP
PP 1-7.)
.Francis'
time spent
spent
.Francis' tardiness
tardinessdid
did not
not result
result from time
primping; rather,
rather, Francis
Francis arrived
arrived at
at the mediation wearing
primping;
sweat shorts, a backwards baseball cap, and was barefoot.
He was playing on an electronic devise. (Doc. 286, p. 3 at
P 8.)
.As plaintiffs
plaintiff'scounsel
counselbegan
began his
hispresentation,
presentation, Francis
Francis
put his
his bare,
bare, dirty feet
feet on
on the
the table,
table, facing
facing plaintiffs
plaintiff's
put
counsel.
Plaintiffs counsel
counsel. Plaintiff's
counsel said
said four
four words
words before
before Francis
Francis
interrupted him.
(Doc.
286,
p.
3
at
P
8.)
him. (Doc. 286, p. 3 at
.Francis
tantrum, yelling
yelling
.Francis then
then erupted
erupted into
into a tantrum,
repeatedly: "Don't expect to get aa fucking dime -- not
not one
one
repeatedly:
fucking dime!"
dime!" (Doc.
(Doc. 286,
286, p.
p. 33 at
at P 9; Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338,
338,
11 at lines 19-21)
p.
10 at
at lines
lines 18-22, p. 11
p. 10
.Francis shouted:
shouted:"I"I hold
hold the
the purse
pursestrings.
strings.I Iwill
will not
.Francis
settle this case
at all.
all. I am
settle
case at
am only
onlyhere
here because
because the court is
(Doc. 286,
286, p.
p. 33 at
at P 10.)
making me be here!" (Doc.

.Reasonablyconcluding
concluding that
that mediation
mediation was
was futile,
.Reasonably
the plaintiffs'
plaintiffs' attorneys
leave the
the room.
room. As
As if he
attorneys began
began to leave
he
had not made
made his
his point,
point, Francis
Francis threatened:
threatened:"We
"Wewill
will bury
you and your clients!
clients! [*31] I'm
I'm going
going to ruin
ruin you,
you, your

clients, and
and all
all ofofyour
yourambulance-chasing
ambulance-chasing partners!"
partners!"
clients,
PP 11
11 &
& 12; Hr'g Tr.,
(Doc. 286, p. 3 at PP
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338,
338, p. 10 at
11 at lines 1-10.)
lines 23-25,
23-25, p.
p. 11
.As
they exited
exited the
the room,
room, Francis,
Francis, without
without
.As they
provocation, charged
plaintiffs' counsel,
charged plaintiffs'
counsel, "got in his
his face,"
face,"

and appeared
appeared as
physically
and
as though
though he
he was
was going
going to physically
assault
plaintiffs' counsel. "I
"I thought
assault plaintiffs'
thought he
he was going to slug
me," plaintiffs' counsel
counsel testifed.
testified. (Hr'g Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338, p.
14 at lines
13 at
at lines 13-18, 23-25, p.
12 at lines 5-10, p.
p. 13
p. 14
18 at
at lines
lines 6-9.)
1-6, p. 18

itit was
was the way -- you
you had
had to
to be
be there, but
it was
was the
the way
way that
that Mr.
Mr.Francis
Francis came
came
around
rapid motion
motion
around the
the table
table in
in aa very rapid
and
nose to
to nose
nose with
with [plaintiffs'
and got
got nose
counsel], was shouting profanities that you
heard
testimony about,
about, and
and it seemed
heard testimony
seemed to
me
that he
he was
was trying
trying to
to provoke
provoke aa
me that
physical confrontation.

(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338,
338, p.
p. 49
49 at lines 15-19.)
.Francis'
position himself
himself
.Francis' own
own attorney
attorney had
had to
to position
between Francis
counsel to
prevent aa
between
Francis and
and plaintiffs'
plaintiffs' counsel
to prevent
13-19, p. 18 at
12 at lines 13-19,
brawl. (Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338,
338, p.
p. 12
lines 10-14, p. 49 at lines 19-21.)
.Francis'
plaintiffs' counsel
counsel was
was
.Francis' goodbye
goodbyewish
wish to
to plaintiffs'
"Suck my dick."
dick." (Doc.
(Doc.286,
286, p.
p. 44 at
at P
P 15.)
How defense
[*32] counsel
How
defense [*32]
counsel can
can reasonably
reasonably question
my
characterization of
these events
events isisastounding.
astounding.
my characterization
of these
Michael Burke,
Burke, one
one of
of Francis'
Francis' attorney
attorney who
who was
was present
present
that Francis
Francis loudly
at the evidentiary hearing,
hearing, conceded
conceded that
uttered the
offensive statements
statements to
which plaintiffs'
plaintiffs'
uttered
the offensive
to which
counsel
Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338,
338, p.
p. 12
12 at
at lines 5-14,
counsel testified.
testifed. (Hr'g Tr.,
17-22.)
testified that
that Francis
Francis overrode
overrode his
his
17-22.) Burke
Burke also
also testifed
"objections"
mediation "to be
be quiet."
quiet." (Hr'g
Tr.,
"objections" at
at the
the mediation
(Hr'g Tr.,
Doc. 338, p.
18-25, p.
1-3.) Not
Doc.
p. 63 at lines
lines 18-25,
p. 64 at lines
lines 1-3.)
only had
had IInever
neverwitnessed
witnessed or
or experienced
experienced such
such vile
behavior
by aa litigant at
function in my
behavior by
at aa court-ordered
court-ordered function
long career
career as
attorney and
as an
an attorney
and mediator,
mediator, but
but plaintiffs'
counsel all
all testified
testifed that
counsel
that neither
neither had
had they.
they. (Hr'g Tr., Doc.
Doc.
14 at
at lines
lines 7-12, p. 53 at lines 5-10, p. 55 at lines
338, p.
p. 14
15-16.)
15-16.)

Simply put, Francis'
Francis' behavior
behavior was
was not
not mediation.
mediation. It
was not
was violent.
Anyone attending
attending that
that
was
not posturing.
posturing. It
It was
violent Anyone
mediation,
Joe Francis
Francis himself,
himself, could
could have
have
mediation, including
including Joe
been injured.
been
injured.I Iwill
will not
not permit
permitaalitigant
litigantinin this
thisfederal
fderal
court
exploit an
an order
order issued
issued by
me for
for the
the sole
sole
court to
to exploit
by me
purpose of
abusing and
and threatening
threatening another
another party.
purpose
of abusing
party. As
judge, it isis my
myresponsibility
responsibility to
toensure
ensure the
the orderly
orderly
judge,
over which [*33]
[*3311I
administration of justice in
in the
the cases
cases over
preside. Code
Conduct for
for United
UnitedStates
States Judges,
Judges,
preside.
Code of
of Conduct
Canon
judge .. .. . .should
should maintain
maintain order
order and
and
Canon 3A(2)
3A(2) ("A judge
decorum
judicialproceedings.")
proceedings.") To
To Joe
Joe Francis, my
decorum in
in all judicial
was apparently
apparently aa conduit
conduit through
through which
mediation order was
he could
could threaten
threaten and
and assault
assault the
and its
its
he
the other
other party
party and
attorneys under
under the
thecloak
cloakof
of confidentiality:
confidentiality:
attorneys

confrmed that
.A witness
witness confirmed

THE COURT:
THE
COURT:[U]nder
[U]nderno
nostretch
stretch of
of the
the
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imagination can
can Mr.
Mr. Francis'
Francis' comments
comments
imagination
and his conduct be construed as being part
the mediation
mediation process.
process. II think,
the
of the
think, to the
contrary, he
made it clear
clear unequivocally
unequivocally
contrary,
he made
and graphically
he was
was not there
there to
and
graphically that
that he
mediate.
...
would characterize
characterize Mr.
Mr. Francis'
Francis'
I would
comments not
anything deserving
deserving or
comments
not of anything
intended toto foster
foster the
the purposes
purposes of
of
intended
mediation, but rather something
something you
you might
expect
in the
the parking
parking
expect from
from aa drunk
drunk fight in
lot
lot of
of aa bar at 3:00 in the morning.
morning.
II find
find that
that his
hisconduct
conduct and
and his
his
statements
were
extreme,
they
were
statements were extreme, they were
hostile, they
were vulgar,
vulgar, they
they were
were
hostile,
they were
obscene,
and they
they are
obscene, and
are unacceptable,
unacceptable, not
only in
in just
just about
about every
every setting
setting of our
our
only
everyday life,
life, Mr. Francis,
everyday
Francis, but
but they
they are
are
unacceptable ininthis
any
unacceptable
this court
court and
and in
in any
activity
activity required
required by
by this
this court.
court.
(Hr'g Tr., Doc.
Doc. 338, p.
p. 73 at lines
lines 3-6, p.
p. 75 at lines
lines
20-25, p. 76 at lines 1-4.)
Defendants
Defendants attached
attached as
as [*34]
an exhibit
exhibit to
to the
the
[*34] an
motion an article
article published
published in
in an
analternative
alternative dispute
dispute
motion
resolution journal.
See Michael
Young, Mediation
Mediation
resolution
journal. See
Michael D. Young,
Gone
How Three
Three Minutes
Minutes Put
an ADR
ADR Party
Party
Gone Wild:
Wild: How
Put an
25 Alternatives
Behind Bars,
Bars, 25
Alternatives toto the
Cost of
Behind
the High
High Cost
of
104-08 (June
(June 2007)
2007) (Ex., Doc.
11-5.) In
Litigation 97,
97, 104-08
Doc. 11-5.)
that article,
article, Young
Young raises
raises questions
questions about
about my rulings.
rulings.
that
Because
(1) Defendants
Defendantsincorporate
incorporatethat
thatarticle
article into
into their
Because (1)
motion by attaching
attaching it as
as an
an exhibit;
exhibit; (2) the
the questions
questions
motion
raised
raised by Young relate
relate to
to those
those raised
raised by Defendants
Defendants in
the motion; and
and (3)
(3) my
myanswers
answers totoYoung's
Young'squestions
questions
the
may
further
clarify
my
rulings,
I
address
some
may
clarify my rulings, I address some of
of those
those
questions below.
below.

First, Young
Young questions
questions why
why statements
statements and
and conduct
conduct
made during the "mediation"
"mediation" were
made
were even
even admissible
admissible at
at the
the
evidentiary hearing.
hearing. After
Afer all,
Young
contends,
mediation
all, Young contends,
is confidential
confdential
As aa former
former mediator,
mediator, II have
have the
the utmost
utmost respect
respect for
the confidentiality
confidentiality of
ofthe
themediation
mediation process.
process. Indeed,
Indeed, my

own scheduling
scheduling and
and mediation
mediation order
order stated
stated that
that the
the
own
mediation
was to
to be
be confidential.
confdential. (Doc. 243 at P 8(h))
mediation was
8(h))

("All discussions,
("All
discussions,representations,
representations,and
and statements
statements made at
the mediation
mediation conference
conference shall
the record
record and
and
the
shall be
be off
off the
privileged as
as settlement
settlement negotiations.")
negotiations.") However,
However, the
the
privileged
evidence
conclusively [*35] demonstrated
demonstrated that
this
evidence conclusively
that this
so-called
involve
so-called"mediation"
"mediation"was
wasaa sham.
sham.ItIt did
did not involve
settlement
negotiations "under
"under [any]
stretch of
the
settlement negotiations
[any] stretch
of the
imagination." The testimony
testimony I sought
sought at
at the
the evidentiary
evidentiary
imagination."
hearing
hearing in no way
way related
related to
to any
any confdential
confidentialstatements
statements
or conduct
conduct that
that could
couldreasonably
reasonably be
becharacterized
characterized as
as
"settlement negotiations."

No public
public policy
policy reason
reason exists
exists to
to protect
protect as
as
No
privileged Francis'
Francis' conduct.
permit aa recalcitrant
recalcitrant
privileged
conduct. To
To permit
litigant to
to shield
shield his
his vile
vileand
andthreatening
threatening behavior
behavior at aa
court-sanctionedproceeding
proceedingfrom
from judicial
judicial review under
court-sanctioned
under
the guise
is tantamount
tantamount to
the
guise of
of confidentiality
confdentiality is
to giving
giving him
full license
full
license to
to convert
convert aabenign,
benign,court-sanctioned
court-sanctioned event
event
and dangerous
dangerousfracas.
fracas.This
ThisI Iwill
will
into an
an unrecognizable
unrecognizable and
not permit.
permit.
Second,
Second, Young
Young questions
questionsthe
thepropriety
propriety of
of my order
requiring
requiring Francis
Francis to
to even
even mediate
mediate at
at all.
all. He
He states
states that

[i]s coercion
coercion really
really an
an appropriate
appropriate goal
when attempting to explore
explore mediation
mediation as
as a
means
resolving aa litigated
litigated dispute?
dispute?
means of
of resolving
What
happened to
mediation being
being aa
What happened
to mediation
voluntary process
process aimed
the
voluntary
aimed at
at allowing the
parties to safely and creatively search
search for a
negotiated resolution?
(Young, supra, at 105; Ex., Doc. 11-5 at 3.)
Fed. R.
R. Civ.
Civ. P.
P. 16 authorizes
take
authorizesaa court
court to take
Fed.
appropriate
actions
to
"facilitat[e]
[*36]
the
settlement
of
appropriate actions to "facilitat[e] [*36] the settlement of
16(a)(5) & (c)(9).
the case."
case." Fed.
Civ. P.
P. 16(a)(5)
(c)(9). Similarly,
Similarly,
the
Fed R. Civ.
N.D. Fla.
Fla. Loc.
Loc. R.
R. 16.3(I)
16.3(I) requires
requires that
N.D.
[a]ll litigants
litigants in
in civil
civilcases
cases . . . shall
consider
mediation as
as an
an
considerthe
the use
use of
of mediation
alternative dispute resolution
resolution process
process at an
appropriate
appropriatestage
stageinin the
the litigation.
litigation. Any
pending civil
case may
may be
be referred
referred to
to
pending
civil case
mediation by
by the
the presiding
presidingjudicial
judicial officer
offcer
mediation
at
such time
may
at such
time as
as the
the judicial
judicial officer
offcer may
determine to
to be
be in the
determine
the interests
interests of justice.
justice.
The
parties may
may request
request the
court to
to
The parties
the court
civil case
submit any pending civil
case to mediation
at any time.
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The federal
federal and
and local
local rules
rules thus
thus impart
impart upon
upon the
the
The
litigants and
and the
the court
court an
an obligation
obligation to
to consider
consider and
and
litigants
explore
the use
use of
of settlement
settlement and
and alternative
alternative dispute
dispute
explore the
resolution processes,
processes, like
mediation. The
The advisory
advisory
resolution
like mediation.
committee
notes to
to Fed.
Fed. R. Civ. P.
committee notes
P. 16 explain aa court's
court's
role in
in facilitating
facilitating the
the resolution
resolution ofofcases
cases through
through
role
settlement and alternative dispute
dispute resolution
resolutionprocesses:
processes:

believed that
neutral forum
forum for
fordiscussing
discussing
believed
that providing
providing a neutral
[*38] the
the subject
subject might
might foster
foster it.
it. See
See Moore's
Moore's Federal
Federal
Practice P
P 16.17;
16.17; 66 Wright &
& Miller,
Miller,Federal
Federal Practice
Practice
and Procedure:
Procedure: Civil
Civil § 1522
1522 (1971)."
(1971)." Id.
Id

[I]t has
[I]t
has become
become commonplace to
to discuss
discuss
settlement at
at pretrial conferences.
Since itit
settlement
conferences. Since
obviously eases
eases crowded
crowded court
court dockets
dockets
obviously
and
results
in
savings
to
the
litigants
and
and results in savings to
and
the judicial
judicial system,
system, settlement
settlement should
should be
be
facilitated atat as
early a
a stage
stage of the
the
facilitated
as early
litigation as
as possible
possible . . . . A
A settlement
settlement
[*37] conference
conference is appropriate
appropriate at
any
at any
time.

settlement, and
and parties
parties are
are not
not sanctioned.
sanctioned. Francis,
Francis,
in settlement,
however, failed to
to make
make an
an attempt
attempt at mediation. Worse,
Worse,
he exploited the
the mediation
mediation process
process for
forabusive
abusive purposes.
purposes.

...
In
addition totosettlement,
settlement, Rule
Rule
In addition
16
16(c)(7)
refers to
exploring the
use of
(c)(7) refers
to exploring
the use
of
procedures
other than
than litigation
litigation to resolve
procedures other
resolve
the dispute.
dispute. This
This includes
includes urging
urging the
the
the
employ
adjudicatory
to
litigants
techniques outside the courthouse. See,
for
See, for
example,
experiment described
described in
example, the
the experiment
Green,
Olson, Settling
Settling Large
Large
Green, Marks
Marks & Olson,
Case Litigation:
Litigation: An Alternative Approach,
Case
Approach,
11 Loyola of L.A.L.Rev.
11
L.A.L.Rev.493
493 (1978).
(1978).
...
Even ifif aa case
case cannot immediately be
be
settled,
judge and
and attorneys
attorneys can
can
settled, the
the judge
explore
possible use
use of
of alternative
alternative
explore possible
procedures
such as
as mini-trials, summary
procedures such
summary
jury trials,
trials, mediation,
mediation, neutral
neutral evaluation,
evaluation,
jury
and nonbinding arbitration
arbitration that
that can
can lead to
consensual resolution
the dispute
dispute
consensual
resolutionofof the
without a full
full trial
trialon
onthe
the merits.
merits. The
The rule
rule
acknowledges the presence
presence of statutes
statutes and
local rules or
or plans
plans that
that may
may authorize
authorize use
use
of some
some of
of these
these procedures
procedures even
even when
when
not agreed
to by
by the
the parties.
parties.See
See28
28U.S.C.
USC
agreed to
473
473
(b)(4),
651-58;
Section
§§
473(a)(6),
473(b)(4),
651-58;
Section
(a)(6,
§
104 (b)(2), Pub. L. 101-650.
104(b)(2),
101-650.

Committee Notes
P. 16.
16. And
Advisory Committee
Notes to
to Fed.
Fed. R.
R. Civ.
Civ. P
16(b)(7) to
"[a]lhough
is not
not the
the purpose
purpose of Rule
Rule 16(b)(7)
"[a]lhough itit is
impose settlement
settlementnegotiations
negotiationson
onunwilling
unwilling litigants, it is

If Francis
If
Francis had
had simply mediated
mediated in good faith and
and an
impasse had resulted, he would
would not
not have
have been
been sanctioned.
sanctioned.
Indeed, many cases
on this
this Court's
Court's dockets
dockets do
do not result
Indeed,
cases on

It is
is important
important to
to note
note that
that neither
neither Francis
Francis nor his
his
attorneys
filed
a
motion
to
dispense
with
the
mediation.
attorneys filed
to dispense with the mediation.
Even
the evidentiary
evidentiary hearing
motion for
Even at
at the
hearing on
on the
the motion
sanctions,
attorneys expressed
expressed hope
that
sanctions, Francis'
Francis' attorneys
hope that
settlementwas
wasaapossibility.
possibility.Had
HadFrancis
Francisfiled
fled a motion
settlement
to dispense
with mediation, II would
dispense with
wouldhave
have considered
considered the
reasons
statedininthe
themotion,
motion,like
likeany
anyother
othermotion
motionfiled
fled
reasons stated
on the dockets of this
this Court,
Court, and
and rendered
rendered an
an appropriate
appropriate
Certainly, had
had Francis
Francis moved
moved to dispense
dispense with
ruling. Certainly,
mediation
grounds that
that he
he would
would threaten
threaten and
and
mediation on
on the grounds
abuse the
the other
other party,
party, I would
abuse
would have
have taken
taken appropriate
appropriate
measuresto
to prevent
prevent that.
that. This Francis and
measures
and his
his attorneys
attorneys
failed
to do.
do. Instead,
Instead, Francis
Francis chose
chose to attend
attend the
the
failed to
[*39] waste
"mediation" and
and [*39]
waste the time and
and money of his
his
adversaries.He
Hemade
madeaamockery
mockeryof
of himself
himself and
and of the
adversaries.
the
alternative dispute
dispute resolution
resolutionprocess.
process.
that "maybe
"maybe [plaintiffs'
[plaintiffs'
Finally, Young
Young contemplates
contemplates that
motion
requesting sanctions]
party
motion requesting
sanctions]isissaying
sayingthat
thatifif a party
refuses to
negotiate, he
she must
so politely,
politely,
refuses
to negotiate,
he or
or she
must do
do so
without being
being aa jackass?"
jackass?" I do not
not agree
agree that a party is
is
necessarilyrequired
requiredtotobe
be"polite"
"polite" at
at a mediation.
necessarily
mediation. As aa
32 years,
attorney for 32
years, II have
haveattended
attended numerous
numerous
trial attorney
emotionally-charged
cases involving
involving
emotionally-chargedmediations.
mediations.InIn cases
deaths
not
deathsand
and serious
seriousinjuries,
injuries,for
for example,
example,itit is
is not
uncommon,
nor is itit even
for litigants
litigants to
uncommon, nor
even unreasonable,
unreasonable, for
expressanger
angertoward
towardeach
eachother
otherorortotobebe
"impolite."After
Afer
express
"impolite."
they are
are involved
involved
all, litigants
litigants attend
attend aa mediation
mediation because
because they
in a dispute. Thus, while
while ititmay
maybe
be unreasonable
unreasonable to expect
"polite" to
other, itit is
is wholly
wholly improper
litigants to be "polite"
to each
each other,
and
unacceptable
for
a
litigant
to
behave
and unacceptable for a litigant
behave in such
such a way
that physical violence becomes
real possibility.
possibility. In other
becomes aa real
words, Francis'
Francis' behavior
behavior was
was far
far worse
worse than
than"impolite"
"impolite" it was
it
was dangerous.
dangerous.

3.
Imprisonment - The
The Only
OnlyEffective
Effective Coercive
Coercive
3. Imprisonment
Sanction
Defendants next contend that
Defendants
that aa reasonable
reasonable person
person
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would perceive
perceive me
me as
as biased
biased because
because against
against them
them
would
because
because
[t]his [*40] Court
Court would
would not
not to [sic]
[sic]
consider
consider less
less onerous
onerous alternatives
alternatives other
other
than
than incarceration
incarceration to compel
compel compliance
compliance
an order
order to
tomediate
mediate the
the case
case and
and
with an
actually commented
commented that
Mr. Francis'
Francis'
actually
that Mr.
income
Million per
per year
year would
would
income of
of $$ 29 Million
render
render any monetary
monetary sanction
sanction ineffective.
ineffective.
The
of
The Court's
Court's extra-judicial
extra-judicial knowledge
knowledge of
this $$ 29
29 million income
income amount
amount is set
set
forth where
where the
the Court
Court stated
stated that itit 'takes
'takes
notice of the information before
before this court
the related
related criminal
criminal case
case involving
involving
in the
Mantra . ...
. . .'.'
Mantra
Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
11, p.
p. 77 at
at P 13b.)

Once again,
again, that
that contention
contention isisinaccurate.
inaccurate. II
Once
considered all
all possible
considered
possible sanctions
sanctions to compel
compel Francis
Francis to
comply with
with my
myscheduling
scheduling and
and mediation
mediation order:
order:
THE COURT:
COURT: Now
Now the
the Eleventh
Eleventh
Circuit has
has said
said to
to enforce
enforce aasanctions
sanctions
Circuit
order for aamediation
mediation ororsettlement
settlement
order
conference,
that the
the court
court may
may rely
rely on its
conference, that
power to adjudicate
adjudicate defiant
defant parties
parties in
in civil
civil
contempt and
and impose
impose sanctions
sanctions ranging
ranging
contempt
from fines to the striking
striking of
of pleadings.
pleadings.

ifne, aacompensatory
fine,
compensatory fne,
fine,attorneys'
attorneys' fees
fees
and expenses,
coercive incarceration
and
expenses, coercive
incarceration and
the striking
striking of pleadings
pleadings and
the
and entry
entry of
of
default. Sanctions
cannot
be
greater
Sanctions cannot
greater than
necessary to
to ensure
ensure compliance.
compliance.
necessary

(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis, Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
Doc. 338, p. 81 at lines 8-12, 22-25, p. 82 at lines 1-11.)
In
weighing the
the propriety
propriety of
of each
each sanction,
sanction, I
In weighing
determined
sanctions alone
be
determined that
that financial
fnancial sanctions
alone would
would not be
effective in forcing
forcing Francis
Francis to
to obey
obey my
my order:
order:
And because
of the
thefinancial
financial situation
situation of
of
because of
Mr. Francis
Francis and
and his
his totally
totally controlled
controlled
enterprises, thoroughly
thoroughly documented before
enterprises,
this court,
and
court, and the
the related
related criminal
criminal case,
case,
financial
sanctions alone
not be
be
alone may
may not
financial sanctions
sufficient
and are
to cause
cause Mr.
sufficient and
are unlikely to
Francis
order of this
this
Francis to
to comply
comply with the order
court. ...
court
...

(Doc. 338, p. 88 at lines 21-25.) I then concluded that
Therefore, coercive
coercive incarceration
incarceration is an
Therefore,
appropriate
this [*42]
appropriatesanction
sanctionfor
for this
situation.
Francis can
can cure
cure his
his
situation. Mr.
Mr. Francis
contempt
sanction of
contemptand
and have
have this
this sanction
of
incarceration
his proper
proper
incarceration removed
removed upon
upon his
participation in
in mediation.
mediation.
(Doc. 338, p. 90 at lines 9-14.)

...
And the
the measure
measure of the court's power

in civil
civil
in

contempt
proceedings is
is
contempt proceedings
determined by
requirements ofof full
determined
by the
the requirements
remedial
remedial relief. And this may - may
may entail
the doing
doing of aa variety
variety of
ofacts.
acts. When
When
the
fashioning aa sanction to
secure
fashioning
compliance,
compliance, the court should
should consider
consider the
the
character [*41]
and magnitude
magnitude of the
the
[*41] and
harm
threatened
by
the
continued
harm threatened by the continued
contumacy . . . and
the probable
probable
and the
effectiveness of any suggested
sanction in
effectiveness
suggested sanction
bringing about
about the
the result
result desired.
desired.
bringing
Sanctions may
may be
be imposed
Sanctions
imposed to coerce
coerce the
the
condemnor toto comply
the court's
court's
condemnor
comply with the
order.

And aa district
district court
courthas
hasnumerous
numerous
options. Among them, the coercive
coercive daily
options.

Defendants appear
appeartoto contend
contendthat
that itit was improper
Defendants
for me
me to
to consider
consider Francis'
Francis' fnances
finances in fashioning
fashioning an
an
are mistaken.
effective sanction.
sanction. Defendants
Defendants are
mistaken. Under the
the
Committee Notes
Advisory Committee
Notes to
to Fed.
Fed. R.
R. Civ.
Civ. P.
P. 16(f), "a
court has
has discretion to impose whichever sanction it feels
feels
is appropriate
appropriate under
under the circumstances."
circumstances." The
The judiciary
does not
not "pick and
does
and choose" the litigants that
that come
come before
the unique
unique characteristics
characteristics of
each litigant;
the
it; the
of each
litigant; or the
information
litigant during the
information that
that itit acquires
acquires about each
each litigant
course of
of judicial
judicial proceedings.
course
proceedings.
Defendants fail
fail to cite any legal authority in
Defendants
in support
support
of their
their contention that itit was
was improper for
for me
me to
to consider
consider
the
the information that II judicially
judiciallyobtained
obtainedabout
about Francis'
Francis'
finances in determining
finances
determining an
an appropriate
appropriate coercive
coercive sanction.
sanction.
In fact,
fact, the
the authority
authorityonce
onceagain
againcontradicts
contradicts Defendants'
Defendants'
position. See
re Corrugated
Corrugated Container
Container Antitrust
Antitrust
position.
See In
In re
614 F.2d 958,
Litigation,
Litigation, 614
958, 965
965 (5th Cir.
Cir. 1980) ("[I]n
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numerous cases
cases since
since the
the enactment
enactment of
of Section
numerous
Section 455(a),
455(a),
courts have
have held
held that
that familiarity
familiarity with
courts
withdefendants
defendants and/or
and/or

[*43]
the facts
facts of
of aacase
case that
that arises
arises from
from earlier
earlier
[*43] the
participation in
proceedings isis not
participation
in judicial proceedings
not sufficient
suffcient to
disqualify
trial."). 88
disqualify aa judge from
from presiding
presiding at
at a later trial.").
v. City
City of
of Prichard, 661
661 F.2d
F2d 1206
88 In Bonner
Bonner v.
1206
(11th Cir.
1981) (en
(en banc),
the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit
(11th
Cir. 1981)
banc), the
adopted all
Circuit
adopted
all orders
ordersofof the
the prior
prior Fifth
Fifh Circuit
1, 1981,
entered
before October
October 1,
as binding
binding
entered before
1981, as
precedent upon
courts within the
the Eleventh
Eleventh
precedent
uponall
all courts
Circuit.
The more information aa court
court has
has acquired
acquired about
about aa
litigant, the
the more
more appropriate
appropriate and
and reasonable
reasonable its rulings.
rulings.
When a court is aware of the
the unique characteristics of the
the
litigants that
that come
come before
the less
less arbitrary
arbitrary are
are its
its
litigants
before it, the
decisions.

further note
note that
that when
whenI considered
I considered Francis'
Francis'
I further
finances
in determining
determining that
that incarceration
incarceration was
was the
the
finances in
appropriate
coercive sanction,
sanction, Francis'
Francis' attorneys
attorneys did
did not
appropriate coercive
object.
object. Nor did
did they
they suggest
suggest an
an alternative
alternative sanction
sanction to
incarceration:

Francis by
by staying the order
attempting to accommodate
accommodate Francis
at the urging
of incarceration,
incarceration, at
urging of
of defense
defense counsel.
counsel. Mr.
Mr.
that an
an offer had
Burke stated
stated that
had been
been made
made by Francis to
the plaintiffs
concern that
that the
the offer
offer "can't
plaintiffs but
but expressed
expressed concern
even be
be communicated,
communicated, apparently
apparentlyto
to the
the plaintiffs. So
even
So
for aa response,
response, particularly
particularly without aa mediator
mediator
waiting for
present
to certify
certify it, could
present to
could be
be problematic."
problematic." (Doc.
(Doc. 338.,
338., p.
p.
98 at
lines 2-6.). [*45]
Based on
on Mr.
Mr. Burke's
Burke's
at lines
[*45] Based
representation, II stated:
stated:

THE COURT:
THE
COURT:Let
Letme
mesuggest
suggest this, Mr.
Burke.
Burke. We
We still
still have
have time
time today.
today.I I will
will can delay
delay Mr. Francis
can
Francis surrendering
surrendering to the
the
custody
the U.S.
U.S. Marshal
Marshal until 4:30,
4:30,
custody of
of the
and that
that will
will give you all
and
all an
an opportunity to
meet wherever you want.

...
I'm affording
affording you
you the
the remainder
remainder of the
the
afternoon. If things change,
afternoon.
change, II will
willbe
be here.
here.
We'll address
We'll
address a new situation at that time.
time.
(Doc. 338, p. 98 at lines 7-10, p. 102 at lines 1-3.)

MR. BURKE:
BURKE:[T]he
[T]hedefendants
defendants might

At
At 4:30
4:30 PM,
PM, March
March 30,
30, 2007,
2007, the
the mediator, Dominic

suggest .... . that
that if [mediation]
suggest
[mediation] occurs,
occurs, that

Caparello
that negotiations
negotiations between
between the
the
Caparello informed
informed me that
parties
were progressing.
progressing.At
At approximately
approximately 4:30
4:30 PM
PM on
parties were
March 31, 2007,
Burke and
and plaintiffs'
plaintiffs' counsel
counsel
2007, Mr. Burke
informed me
me that
that Francis
Francis had
had extended
extended an unconditional
offer to
to the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffsand
and that
that the
the deadline
deadline for
for accepting
accepting
the offer was April
April 3,
3, 2007.
2007.

the contempt
contempt -- civil
contempt be
be
the
civil contempt
discharged.
Otherwise,ifif at
at that
that time the
discharged. Otherwise,
the
mediator refuses to certify
certifythat
thatprocess
process has
has
occurred, the
marshals take
Francis
occurred,
the marshals
take Mr. Francis
into
into custody
custody per
per the
the court's order.
order.

(H'rg Tr.,
Tr., Doe
Doe v.
v. Francis,
Francis,Case
Case No.
No. 5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
5:03cv260-RS-WCS,
Doc. 338, [*44]
[*44] p.
99
at
lines
17,
22-25
p. 100 at line 1.)
p. 99 at lines 17,
indeed hypocritical
hypocritical that
that the
the pending
pending motion
motion
It isis indeed
requests
that II consider
requests that
consider reports
reports and
and commentary
commentary in the
the
media - information that is not part of the judicial
judicial record
record as
evidence of
of bias
bias but then charges
charges that
that itit was improper
as evidence
for me
fnances me to
to consider
consider information about
about Francis'
Francis' finances
information that was
was part
part of
of the
the judicial record
record - when
when I
determined that incarceration was an appropriate coercive
sanction. Defendants
Defendantscannot
cannothave
haveitit both
both ways.
sanction.
ways. When
When
information
information benefts
benefits them,
them, they urge
urge me to consider
consider it;
when information does
beneft them,
does not benefit
them, they
they urge
urge me to
as improper.
reject itit as
hindsight, my
my decision
decision totoincarcerate
incarcerate Francis
Francis as
as aa
In hindsight,
coercive sanction
participate in good
good
coercive
sanctionfor
for his
his failure
failure to participate
faith
in mediation
mediation was
was correct.
correct. My mistake
mistake was
was in
faith in

On April
April4,4,2007,
2007,Francis
Francis taught
taught me
me the
the lesson
lesson that
goes unpunished."
unpunished." Mr.
Mr. Caparello reported
"no good deed goes
to me that after
afer the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffshad
hadtimely
timelyaccepted
accepted Francis'
Francis'
unconditional offer,
unconditional
offer, Francis
Francis reneged
renegedon
on the
the offer
offer by
adding
terms to the
the agreement
agreement that
that substantially
substantially and
and
adding terms
materially
decreased the
materially decreased
thedollar
dollaramount
amountofof the
the offer.
offer. In
other words, even under a threat of incarceration, Francis
Francis
had [*46] unlawfully
unlawfully revoked
revoked his
his unconditional
unconditional offer
Francis had
had also
also fled.
fed.
after itit had
had already
already been
been accepted.
accepted. Francis
Concerned
Concerned that
that Francis
Francis was
was once
once again
again defying this
Court and
and playing
playing games
gameswith
with the
the plaintiffs,
plaintiffs, I called
Court
called an
an
emergency
2007. Present
Present at
the
at the
emergencyhearing
hearingon
on April
April 4, 2007.
hearing was
was Francis'
Francis' defense
defensecounsel,
counsel,Mr.
Mr.Dickey.
Dickey. At the
hearing,
Dickey acknowledged
acknowledged that
that Francis
Francis had
had
hearing, Mr. Dickey
extended
had been
been timely
extendedan
an unconditional
unconditionaloffer
offer that
that had
acceptedby
by the
the plaintiffs.
plaintiffs. Mr.
accepted
Mr. Dickey
Dickeystated
stated that
that he
he was
was
"stumped" by
by what had
"I thought
"stumped"
had transpired.
transpired. "I
thought we were
were
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really
really there,"
there," he
he reported.
reported. (Doc.
(Doc. 319,
319, p.
p. 77 at
at P 23.)

Even at that point, II made
made no
no attempt
attempt to
to enforce
enforce the
the
settlement that
that had
had been
beenreached.
reached.Mindful
Mindful that my proper
settlement
judicial
judicial role
rolewas
was not
not to
toforce
forcesettlements,
settlements, II found
found instead
instead
that Francis'
Francis' unconditional
unconditional offer and
and acceptance
acceptance by
that
followed by
by Francis'
Francis' reneging
reneging on that
that offer,
offer,
plaintiffs, followed
"undid all of
"undid
of the
the credit
credit that
that might
mighthave
have been
been earned
earned in
terms of purging the original contempt."
contempt." (Doc. 319, p. 7
terms
at P
P 24.)
24.) IIthen
thenordered
ordered that
that Francis
Francis surrender
surrender to the
the
at
custody of
States Marshal
custody
of the United States
Marshal by
by 12:00
12:00 PM on
Aprils,
April 5,2007.
2007.(Doc.
(Doc. 304.)
304.)
In other
other words,
words, even
even under
under a threat of
of incarceration,
incarceration,
[*471
[*47]
characterize
far too
too "onerous,"
characterize asasfar
"onerous," Francis
Francis still was
was
determined
to defy my
determined to
my orders.
orders. Obviously,
Obviously, incarceration
incarceration
enough aa sanction
sanction to Francis.
Francis. Francis'
Francis'
was not "onerous" enough
plot to
with the
to renege
renege on his
his agreement
agreement with
the plaintiffs was
was
clearly
clearly aa pretextual
pretextual maneuver
maneuver designed
designed once
once again
again to
circumvent the judicial
the plaintiffs;
plaintiffs; and
judicial process;
process; abuse
abuse the
and
frustrate
the
orders
of
this
Court.
Such
conduct
did
not
frustrate the orders of
Such conduct
demonstrate
"good faith"
faith" mediation by any
demonstrate "good
any conceivable
conceivable
definition.

a sanction
sanction which
which Defendants
Defendants puzzlingly
puzzlingly
a

Contempt: Francis
Francis Gone
Gone Fugitive
4. Criminal
Criminal Contempt:
Permanently
Permanently extinguishing
extinguishing Defendants'
Defendants' contention
contention
that incarceration
for civil
incarceration for
civil contempt
contempt was
was too
too "onerous"
"onerous" a
sanction,
note that
that Francis
Francis failed to
to surrender
surrender to the
the
sanction, II note
April 5,
custody of the United States
States Marshal on April
5, 2007,
2007, as
as
ordered. (Doc. 304.) II then
issued
a
warrant
for
his
arrest.
then issued
for his arrest.
Although
Although the
the Eleventh
Eleventh Circuit
Circuitdenied
denied Francis'
Francis' emergency
emergency
6,
motion to
stay my order
order of
of incarceration
incarceration on
motion
to stay
on April 6,
2007, Francis
surrender on
2007,
Francis failed
failed to
to surrender
on April
April 6.
6. Nor did
Francis surrender
April 9.
9. Francis
Francis
Francis
surrenderon
onApril
April 7,
7,April
April 8, or April
was
arrested
at
the
Panama
City-Bay
County
was arrested at the Panama City-Bay County
International Airport
Airport on
on April
April10,
10, 2007.
2007.

attorneys,
return calls
calls from
from federal
federal
attorneys,toto return
marshals
his whereabouts
whereabouts and
and
marshals about
about his
whether he intended to surrender,
surrender, and the
spokesperson
Defendant Francis'
Francis'
spokespersonofof Defendant
corporation was quoted in
corporation
in the
the newspaper
newspaper
as
stating that
that Defendant
Defendant Francis
Francis was
was
as stating
"very busy
busy running
running aa business"
business" and
and that he
he
had "no intention of
had
of honoring
honoring the
the court's
court's
order."
...
Defendant
Francis
and
his
corporations
conflicts
corporationshave
haveaa history
history of conflicts
with the
the law
law and
and lack
lack of
of respect
respect for
for
with
authority.
...
I recognize that the law requires me to
impose aa sentence
sentence sufficient,
not
impose
suffcient, but
but not
greater than
than necessary,
necessary,totocomply
comply with
with the
greater
purposes
of
sentencing.
I
find
that
the
purposes of sentencing. I fnd that the
imposition of
the
sanction
of
incarceration
of the sanction incarceration
of 35
35 days
days isis necessary
necessary to vindicate
vindicate the
the
authority
the Court,
Court, totopunish
punish
authority of
of the
Defendant
hisdisobedience,
disobedience,
Defendant Francis
Francis for his
and to deter Defendant Francis
Francis and
and others
others
[*491 undermining the
from snubbing
snubbing and [*49]
authority
the judiciary.
authority and
and dignity
dignity of
of the
judiciary. A
$5,000, the
fine
in
the
amount
of
$
5,000,
f ine in the amount of
maximum fine
fne permitted
for
the
permitted for the contempt,
contempt,
is also necessary
to reimburse
reimburse the
the Marshal
necessary to
Service for
for the cost
cost of locating Defendant
Service
Defendant
Francis.

(Doc. 344 at 2-4.)
5. Learning
Learning To Take Responsibility
5.

charged Francis
Francis with
with criminal
criminal contempt
contempt for
for
I charged
violating my
my order
order to
to surrender
surrender to
to federal
federal custody
custody by
violating
[*481 (Doc. 319.) Francis
Francis waived
waived his
his right
April
April5,
5, 2007.
2007. [*48]
an evidentiary
evidentiary hearing
to an
hearingand
andpled
pledguilty
guiltytoto willfully
willfully
violating
violating my
myorder
orderto
tosurrender.
surrender. (Doc.
(Doc. 344.)
344.) In
In sentencing
sentencing
Francis, I wrote
that:
wrote that:
fve days
During the five
days in
in which
which Defendant
Defendant
Francis
Defendant Francis
Francis
Francis was
was aa fugitive,
fugitive, Defendant

called talk
talk shows
shows from
from"undisclosed
"undisclosed
called
locations," undermined
the authority and
locations,"
undermined the
and
dignity
dignity of
of the
the Court, failed, along with his

motion next
The motion
next states
states that

In December
December 2006, this
this Court
Court sentenced
sentenced
Mantra
Inc., for
for federal
federal record
record
Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.,
keeping violations.
keeping
violations. Although
Although not
not aa
for aa corporation's
corporation's sentencing,
sentencing,
requirement for
this Court
Court required
required Joseph
Joseph Francis
Francis to
to
this
personally appear and
and made
made him
him read
read from
from
aa victim
victim impact
impact statement
statement by
minor
by a minor
alleging
alcohol
use.
alleging alcohol use.
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(Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
11, p.
p. 44 at
at P 11.)

mystifying how
howan
anorder
order requiring
requiring Francis
Francis to
to
It isis mystifying
personally appear
sentencing of
his corporation
corporation
personally
appear at
at the
the sentencing
of his
after
pled guilty
guilty to aa ten-count
after the
the corporation
corporation pled
ten-count criminal
information
information can
can be
be reasonably
reasonably characterized
characterized as
as evidence
evidence
bias. In
In my
myorder
orderrequiring
requiring Francis
Francis to
to attend
attend the
the
of bias.
sentencing,
I
clearly
explained
my
reasons
for
requiring
sentencing, I
explained
reasons for
his presence:
presence:
When
imposing aa sentence,
sentence, II am
am
When imposing
required to
consider the
factors in 18
required
to consider
the factors
U.S.C.
3553(a). The
The specifc
specific factors
factors
U.SC § 3553(a).
include:
(1) the
the nature
nature and
and circumstances
circumstances of
of
the offense
offense and
and the
the history
historyand
and
the
characteristics of the defendant; [and]

(2) [*50] the
the need
need for
forthe
thesentence
sentence
imposed -

(A) to
to reflect
reflectthe
theseriousness
seriousness of the
the
offense, to
promote respect
the law,
law,
offense,
to promote
respect for
for the
and to provide
provide just
just punishment
punishment for the
the
and
offense.
18 U.S.C.
US.C §§ 3553
(a) (1)and
and(2)(A).
3553(a)(1)
(2)(A).
undisputed by
by both
both parties
parties that
that
It isis undisputed
Defendant
corporation is dominated
Defendant corporation
dominated and
and
controlled
by
Francis.
The
Plea
and
controlled by Francis. The Plea and
Cooperation Agreement
Agreement states
states that Francis
is the
"founder,
president,
the "founder, president, CEO,
CEO, and
and sole
sole
shareholder
Films, Inc.]."
Inc.]."
shareholder of
of [Mantra
[Mantra Films,
(Doc. 4:9 P
P 7.) In
In addition,
addition, the
the minutes
minutes
from the special
special meeting
meeting of
of the
the board
board of
of
directors
directors of Defendant
Defendant Corporation
Corporation (Doc.
(Doc.
3)
label Francis
Francis its
"sole director."
director." It
3) label
its "sole
appears that
the
appears
that the
the special
special meeting
meeting of the
board of directors
directors was
was convened
convened on the
the
board
eve of the change
eve
change of plea hearing
hearing for the
the
sole
purpose of
appointing aa stand-in
stand-in
sole purpose
of appointing
president toto enter
guilty pleas
pleas on
on
president
enter the
the guilty
behalf of Defendant
Defendant corporation
corporation so
so that
that
behalf
Francis
himself would
would notnotbe be
himself
inconvenienced
by appearing
appearing in
in court and
inconvenienced by
and
accepting responsibility.
responsibility.

...

Having
considered the
nature and
and
Having considered
the nature
circumstancesof
of the
the record
circumstances
record and labeling
labeling
crimes
which Defendant
Defendant corporation
corporation
crimes to which
has pled
and to
which II have
have
has
pled guilty
guilty and
to which
adjudicated itit guilty, as
adjudicated
as well
well as
as the history
and
characteristics
of
Defendant
and characteristics
of Defendant
corporation under
under18
18U.S.C.
U.SC § 3553(a)(1),
corporation
3553(a)(1),
[*5111I find
[*51]
find ititappropriate
appropriate that
that Francis
Francis - the
custodian of records,
custodian
records, founder,
founder, president,
president,
sole director, and
CEO, sole shareholder,
shareholder, sole
sole
of Defendant
Defendant corporation
corporation at
sole officer of
the time the crimes were committed - must
appear
Court and
and represent
represent
appear before
before this
this Court
the
Defendant
corporation
at
pronouncement
of sentence.
sentence.I I further
further find
find
pronouncement of
that requiring
requiring Francis'
Francis' attendance
attendance at
the
that
at the
sentencing
sentencing hearing
hearing 'promotes
'promotes respect
respect for
the law' in
in furtherance
furtherance of
§
U.SC §
the
of 18 U.S.C.
3 5 53 (a) (2)
3553(a)(2)(A).
(A).

v. Mantra Films,
(United States
States v.
Films, Inc.,
Inc., Case
Case No. 5:06cr78,
5:06cr78,
Doc. 9.)

In other
other words,
words, itit was
was wholly
whollyappropriate
appropriate that
that
Francis
Francis appear
appear at
at the
the sentencing
sentencing of
of his corporation. The
that aa corporation
can act
act only through
law recognizes
recognizes that
corporation can
through
individuals. See,
individuals.
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Union
UnionPacific
Pacifc Coal
Coal Co.
Co. v. United
737, 745
States,
173 F.
1909). In this
States, 173
F. 737,
Cir. 1909).
this case,
case,
745 (8th
(8th Cir.
Francis'
was his alter
alter ego.
ego.
Francis' corporation,
corporation, Mantra
Mantra Films,
Films, was
Francis
dominion and
and
Francis exercised
exercised complete
completeand
and total
total dominion
control over the corporation. ItIt was
was therefore
therefore proper that
Francis
sentencing of
his
Francis personally
personally attend
attend the
the sentencing
of his
corporation
the federal
federal
corporation and
and accept
accept responsibility
responsibility for
for the
crimes to which the corporation pled guilty.
Francis had
had previously
previously shirked
shirked responsibility
responsibility for the
Francis
the
crimes committed
committed by
by his
his corporation
corporation by
by formally [*52]
crimes
appointing,
the guilty
guilty plea
plea hearing,
hearing, aa
appointing,on
on the
the eve
eve of
of the
president of the
the corporation.
corporation. ItItwas
wasreasonable
reasonable to
toassume
assume
that the president
was appointed
appointed for
for a single purpose
president was
purpose - to
appear in
in court
court and
and enter
enter the
the plea
pleaof
of guilty
guilty so as
appear
as not to
inconvenience Francis.

By attending
attending the
the sentencing
sentencing hearing, Francis should
have
valuable lesson:
lesson of
taking
have learned
learned aa valuable
lesson: the
the lesson
of taking
responsibility. Had the actors
been different
different -- aa different
actors been
corporation and a different custodian
custodian of
of records,
records, founder,
president,
sole director, and
president, CEO, sole shareholder,
shareholder, sole
and sole
sole
officer
of that
that corporation
corporation - IIwould
wouldhave
have likewise
likewise
officer of
required the attendance
attendance of that
that person
person at
at the
the sentencing
sentencing
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hearing for
that corporation.
corporation. Given
Given that
that Francis
Francis now
now
hearing
for that
complains
that I should
complains that
should not have
have required
required him to
to attend
attend
the sentencing,
that my
my efforts
efforts to counsel
sentencing, itit appears
appears that
counsel him
on responsibility
responsibility may
have
been
for
naught.
may have been for naught.
It isis indeed
indeed concerning
concerning that
that Francis
Francis minimizes
minimizes the
the
federal
corporation pled
federal crimes
crimes to
to which
which his
his corporation
pled guilty
guilty by
characterizing
them as
as mere
mere "record
"record keeping
keeping violations."
characterizing them
Congress
would
beg
to
differ.
The
assistant
Congress would
differ. The assistant United
United States
States
Attorney
stated
at
the
criminal
sentencing
hearing:
Attorney stated
criminal sentencing hearing:

MS.
You know,
know, Your
Your
MS. MORROW: You
Honor, from
from the
the presentence
presentence report
report at
at
Honor,
[*531 page 6,
14, [*53]
that
in
paragraph 14,
6, that in
addition to flashing,
flashing, Mantra
Mantra Films would
addition
17
film
girls,including
includinggirls
girlsas
asyoung
young as
as 17
film girls,
years of age,
masturbating
themselves
and
age,
themselves
each other,
other, engaged
in oral sex,
each
engaged in
sex, engaged
engaged
in
in simulated
simulated oral
oral sex.
sex.
The
United States
States is
here, Your
Your
The United
is here,
Honor, because
because this
Honor,
this corporation
corporation filmed
flmed
and
footage of
of girls as
and released
released footage
as young
young as
as
17, without
without doing what the law
17,
law requires
requires to
protect against
against performers
performers in sexually
sexually
protect
explicit conduct
age of
of
explicit
conduct beneath
beneath the federal age
majority, and
vigilantly obtain
obtain
majority,
and that
that is
is to vigilantly
and maintain
maintain proof
those girls
and
proof that
that those
girls did
meet
that federal
federal age
ageof
of majority;
majority; that they
meet that
were minimally
minimally 18
18years
years of
ofage.
age.
...
We're here,
here, Your
Your Honor,
Honor, because
because the
federal law intends
federal
intends to
to protect
protect sometimes
sometimes
17-year-olds against
against their
their own impulses;
17-year-olds
impulses;
requires people
people like
like Mantra Films, and Mr.
Francis, to
make sure
are old
Francis,
to make
sure that
that they
they are
enough
enough to
to do
do what
what they
they are
are being
being filmed
flmed
doing.
doing.

We ask
ask the
the court
court to keep
keep in mind,
mind,
We
Your Honor,
Honor, that
that this
this isn't
isn't just
just aa one-time
one-time
proverbial, big mistake.
mistake. This is not just an
aberration. You
aberration.
You know,
know, Your
Your Honor,
Honor, from
Counts 11 through 3
the indictment,
indictment,
3 of the
there
films, and
there were
were three
three separate
separate films,
and two
girls, both
both of
ofwhom
whomsubmitted
submittedstatements
statements
declaring to
the court how
how this
this affected
affected
declaring
to the
[*541 seven
them. You
know from
from the
the [*54]
them.
You know
remaining counts ..... .that
thatthere
therewere
were seven
seven

different flms
filmsthat
thathad
hadbeen
been marketed
marketed for
distribution by
distribution
by this
this corporation.
corporation.
So
would urge
urge the
the court,
court, Your
Your
So we
we would
Honor, not
not to simply look
Honor,
look at
at this
this conduct
conduct
of Mantra Films
Films as
as merely a paperwork or
a regulatory violation of
of the
the law.
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
United States
States v. Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.,
Inc., Case
Case No.
No.
5:06cr78, Doc. 34, p. 6 at lines 11-22, p. 7 at lines 5-21.)
unfairness of
of having to
Francis' complaints about the unfairness
read
a
victim
statement
at
the
sentencing
his
read a victim statement at the sentencing of
of his
corporation
baseless as
well. Because
Because Francis
Francis
corporation are
are baseless
as well.
apparently
that the
the minors
minors
apparently believes,
believes, quite
quite disturbingly,
disturbingly, that
who appeared
in the
thevideos
videosfrom
from which
which he
he profits
profts were
appeared in
were at
fault,
not he,
he, ititwas
wasnecessary
necessary and
and proper
proper as
as the
the
fault, not
sentencing
challenge his
thinking
sentencingjudge
judgeto
to attempt
attempt to
to challenge
his thinking
about the
the crimes
crimes to
to which
which his corporation
corporation pled
pled guilty and
about
for which
for
whichititwas
wasabout
abouttotobe
besentenced:
sentenced:

DEFENDANT FRANCIS:
FRANCIS:Because
Because
these
girls lied
led about
these girls
about their
their age,
age, they
they were
were
able to get in our
able
our videos,
videos, and
and that's
that's what
happened here.
here.
THE COURT:
COURT: You
You know
know that
that might
happen, don't you?
DEFENDANT
FRANCIS: No
No DEFENDANT FRANCIS:
well, we've
lot of
of - II never
we've implemented
implemented aa lot
never
would have
have dreamed
dreamed this
would have
have
would
this would
happened
withall
all the
the--with
with all
all of the
the -- all
happened with
[*551 had
the things
things we
we [*55]
had in place
place to
to
the
prevent this from
from happening.
happening.
THE COURT:
COURT: Mr.
Mr. Francis,
Francis, in the
the
last
year there
there was
was a very
very prominently
prominently
last year
publicized study about the development
development of
of
the brain
brain of young
young people,
people, and
pretty
the
and it pretty
confirmed what
what all of
ofus
usparents
parents
well confirmed
know, that
that the
the judgment
judgment function
know,
function of
of aa
young
person's
brain
really
doesn't
get
young person's brain
doesn't get
fully developed
developed until
sometime
in
their
until sometime in their
twenties. Doesn't take a real brave man to
go out and corner some
some young
young female who
has had
hadfour
four or
or five
five beers
beersin
in the
the middle
middle of
of
has
spring
convince them
do
spring break
break and
and convince
them to
to do
something dumb.
dumb.
Now
Now read
read the
the statement,
statement, please,
please, so we
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make sure
have read
and
make
sure that
that you
you have
read it and
presumably understand it.

proper. Francis'
attempts to
insulate himself
himself
proper.
Francis' frivolous
frivolous attempts
to insulate
from
accepting responsibility
responsibility for [*57] the
the unlawful
unlawful
from accepting
conduct of his corporation
corporation are
are appalling.
appalling.

FRANCIS: We
We go
go to
DEFENDANT FRANCIS:
Honor, so
so war at 18 years
years old,
old, Your Honor,
THE
COURT:Mr.
Mr.Francis,
Francis,read
read the
the
THE COURT:
statement.
DEFENDANT
don't
DEFENDANT FRANCIS:
FRANCIS: - II don't
think
think those
those kids
kids are
are dumb.
dumb.

THE
COURT:Mr.
Mr.Francis,
Francis,read
read the
the
THE COURT:
statement.
DEFENDANT FRANCIS:
DEFENDANT
FRANCIS: "As
"As aa
victim affected
affected by
this crime,
crime, II have
have
victim
by this
psychologically.
suffered both socially and psychologically.
At the
the young
young age
age of 17
17 II was
was manipulated
manipulated
At
and
deceived
and
ultimately
sexually
and deceived and ultimately sexually
exposed.
am tormented
tormented by
exposed.To
To this
this day
day I am
the event
event and
and suffer
suffer from
from feelings
feelings of
the
of
shame, guilt
guilt and even social anxiety. Since
shame,
release of
the video,
video, IIhave
haveendured
endured
release
of the
tremendous
amountsofof[*56]
[*56] humiliation
tremendous amounts
because
of the
the way
way my
my friends
friends and
and family
family
because of
saw me
meportrayed.
portrayed.ItItwas
wasdifficult
diffcult for them
saw
to look
look at
at me
me the
the same
same way, and
and II have
have
taken
years
to
restore
the
relationships
taken years
restore the relationships -relationships
that are
relationships that
are special
special and
and dear
dear to
me. Years have gone by, but the memories
being sexually
sexually exploited
exploited still
still surface
surface
of being
and traumatize me."

(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
United States
States v. Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.,
Inc., Case
Case No.
No.
11 at lines
12 at lines
5:06cr78, Doc. 34, p.
5:06cr78,
p. 11
lines 23-25, p.
p. 12
lines
13 at lines 1-8.)
1-25, p. 13
1-8.) I note
1-25,
note once
once again
again that neither
neither
Francis nor
defense counsel
my order
order
Francis
nor defense
counsel objected
objectedtoto my
that Francis
Francis read
read the
the victim
victimimpact
impactstatement.
statement.
requiring that
In fact,
afer Francis
fact, later
later during
during the
the sentencing
sentencing hearing,
hearing, after
Francis
had read
read aloud
aloud the
the victim
victimimpact
impactstatement,
statement, defense
defense
had
counsel stated:
stated:
MR.
DYER:And
Andwe
weunderstand
understand Your
MR. DYER:
Honor's concern
the impact
impact on the
the
Honor's
concern with
with the
victims
and
the
role
that
they
played.
victims and the role that they played.
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
United States
States v. Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.,
Inc., Case
Case No.
No.
15 at
5:06cr78,
Doc. 34,
p. 15
lines 4-5.)
indeed
at lines
5:06cr78, Doc.
34, p.
4-5.) It isis indeed
puzzling how
how Francis
Francis can
can properly
properly characterize,
characterize, as
as
puzzling
evidence of
of bias,
bias, aa directive
directive from
from me
me to
to which he did not
evidence
object and which
which his
his own
own attorney
attorney apparently
apparentlyagreed
agreed was
was

foul on
Francis also cries foul
on the
the basis
basis that:
that:

Neither the study cited by the Court, nor
the allegation in
in the
the Court's
Court's statement
statement (that
Joseph
Francis
cornered
a
Joseph Francis cornered a young female
female
and convinced her to do something dumb)
and
appearedin
in the
the record
record of
of that case,
which
appeared
case, which

was aa case
caseabout
aboutrecord-keeping
record-keeping
was
violations. The
The facts
facts were
were not
not alleged,
alleged,
violations.
proven by the Government, or admitted by
the Defendants.
Defendants.
lb.) Again,
11, p. 4-5 at P l11b.)
(Mot., Doc.
Doc. 11,
Again,for
forthe
thereasons
reasons
already set
set forth,
forth, Francis'
Francis' efforts
efforts to minimize the
already
the crimes
crimes
which his
his corporation
corporation pled
pled guilty by
by labeling
labeling them
them
to which
violations" is disturbing.
"record-keeping violations"

Further, it is
Further,
is telling
telling that
that Francis
Francis does
does not complain
complain
that my comments
comments to him were
were untruthful
untruthful or
orinaccurate.
inaccurate.
Francis simply contends
that "[t]he
"[t]he Court's knowledge or
Francis
contends that
belief that
that Joseph
Joseph Francis
Francis was
was responsible
responsible for such
such
belief
behavior may
have been
been the
results of reading
reading the
the
behavior
may have
the results
newspaper
foraaseparate
separate
newspaperorordue
duetoto reviewing
reviewing the
the file
fle for
criminal
case or a separate
separate civil
case." (Mot., Doc.
Doc. 11, p.
p.
criminal case
civil case."
55 at
P 11c.).
Here again,
again, when
when allegedly
allegedly extrajudicial
extrajudicial
1 ic.). Here
at P
information
information is
is prejudicial
prejudicialtotoFrancis,
Francis, he
he urges
urges that I reject
it as
as improper;
improper; when
when such
such information benefts
benefits Francis,
Francis,
[*58] he
[*58]
he urges
urges that I consider it.

Based
Francis' responses
responses to
comments, a
Based on
on Francis'
to my comments,
reasonable
observercould
could well
well conclude
conclude that the factual
reasonable observer
basis
basis for the
the comments
comments was
was accurate
accurate for
for two
tworeasons.
reasons.
First,
note that
that Francis
Francis did
did respond
respond to
to my
mycomments
comments
First, II note
without
without objection
objection from
from his
his attorneys
attorneys or himself.

Second,
his responses,
responses, itit is noteworthy
noteworthy that
that
Second,inin his
Francis seemed
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
the accuracy
accuracy of the facts
seemed to
facts
on which my
my opinion
opinion rested
rested (cornering drunk women on
spring break)
break) but
but not my ultimate
spring
ultimate conclusion
conclusion (it
(it doesn't
doesn't
take a brave
brave man
man to
to convince
convince them
them to
to do
dosomething
something
take
demonstrated by
by his
his responses
responsesthat
that"[w]e
"[w]e go to
dumb) as demonstrated
18 years
years old," and
and "I
"I don't
don't think
think those
those kids
kids are
are
war at 18
dumb." In other words,
words, by disputing
disputing my opinion but not
the factual premise
premise on which that
that opinion
opinion was
was based,
based, aa
reasonable
inference could
could be
be drawn that Francis
reasonable inference
Francis agreed
agreed
with
with the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of that
that factual
factual premise
premise (that
(that he
he corners
corners
drunk women on spring break). Francis' apparent
apparent position
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simply that
that he
he isisnot
notresponsible
responsible for
for the
the minors'
minors'
is simply

three
years of
of probation,
probation, to
to explain to the
three years
the

behaviors because
becausethey
theyare
arenot
not"dumb"
"dumb" and
and "go
"go to war at

cameraman
cameramanthat
thathe
he must
must comply
comply with
conditions
of
supervision,
including aa
conditions of supervision, including
special
condition
that
he
shall
not commit
special condition that he shall not
another
local crime
crime
another federal,
federal, state,
state, or
or local
during the term of probation.
probation.

18."
cannot properly
properly find
find aareasonable
reasonable perception
perception of
18." I cannot
of
bias where
the
complainant
fails
to
dispute
where
complainant
to dispute the
the accuracy
accuracy
my observations
observations both
both (1)
at the
the [*59]
time the
the
of my
[*59] time
(1) at
comments were made
made and
and (2)
(2) in
in the pending motion.
motion.
In any
any event,
event, II note
note that
thatFrancis
Francis does
does not
not contend
contend
that the actual sentence
imposed on his corporation was
sentence II imposed
was

excessive
fact, the
the
excessiveoror otherwise
otherwiseindicative
indicativeofof bias.
bias. In
In fact,
sentence was
was affirmed
affirmed on appeal.
sentence
appeal. See
See United States
States v.
v.
372, 2007 WL
WL
Mantra Films,
Films, Inc.,
Inc., 240 Fed. Appx.
Appx. 372,
Mantra
2509852 (11th Cir.
Cir. September
September 6, 2007) (unpublished).
(unpublished).
As his fnal
finalclaim
claimofofbias,
bias,Francis
Francisstates
states that

The Court made
The
made similar comments
comments on
14, 2007,
2007, when
when the
thecameraman[,
cameraman[,
March 14,
Mark
Mark Schmitz,]
Schmitz,] who
whohad
had been
been charged
charged for
the same
same filming
filming and
andrecord-keeping
record-keeping
the
violation was
was sentenced.
sentenced. This
This Court
Court
violation
questioned
the
cameraman
about
whether
questioned
cameraman about
he had a daughter.
When the cameraman
cameraman answered
answered in the
affirmative the
affirmative
the Court
Court stated:
stated:

And maybe that appreciation
appreciation will
will help
you understand
understand why
why society
society considers
considers
you
what you
you were
were involved
involved with[,]
with[,] with Girls
Gone
Wild[,]
to
be
so
reprehensible is
is
Gone
to be so reprehensible
because
I
think
for
those
of
us
who
have
because I think
those
us who have
had young
young daughters
daughters have
particular
had
have a particular
understanding
understanding of how special
special they
they can
can be,
be,
and
and if you
you have
have the
the idea that one
one of them
them
has
been hurt
hurt in
in any
any way, even
though it
has been
even though
may
have
been
their
stupidity
that
may have been their stupidity that
contributed
to it,
it, it just really - II hope
contributed to
hope you
have
some appreciation
appreciation for
for it, [*60]
[*60] even
have some
even
though the offenses
that
were
the
subject
offenses
subject
of the
the plea
plea and
and cooperation
cooperation agreement
agreement are
are
essentially record-keeping
record-keeping violations;
violations; that
essentially
you understand
now, maybe
understand now,
maybe better,
better, that
that
you've been
been involved
raising aa young
young
you've
involved in raising
girl,
girl, why
whythis
thisseems
seems to
to be
be so
so serious
serious to so
so
many people.

...
In that
the Court went
that same
same hearing,
hearing, the
on,
on, after
after sentencing
sentencing the
the cameraman
cameraman to

When explaining that condition to the
cameraman,
the Court
Court said, "That
cameraman, the
"That means
means
you probably
probably have
have to stay
stay aa continent
continent
you
away from
Joe Francis."
from Joe
(Mot., Doc.
(Mot.,
Doc. 11,
11, p.
p. 5-6
5-6 at
at PP 12a.-c.)

Again, I fnd
findthat
thatmy
mycomments
comments were
were proper.
proper. My
Again,
statements
Schmitz had
had
statementswere
wereintended
intendedtoto reflect
reflect what
what Schmitz
already conveyed to me earlier
earlier at
at his
his sentencing
sentencing hearing:
hearing:
THE DEFENDANT:
DEFENDANT: Yes.
Yes. Basically,
Basically, I
understand
what II did was wrong, and I do
understand what

apologize for
for that.
that. There
There was
was -- for me at
apologize
the
time,
with
working
with
Mr.
the time, with
Mr. Francis,
Francis, I
oversaw
oversaw some
some moral
moral judgments
judgments that
that I
should have
have made
madewith
with the
thetype
typeof
of work
work I
should
was in.
And IIwouldn't
wouldn't have
have done
done that
that
was
in. And
today ifif II had
had the
the [*61] chance
chance to
to do
do it
today
over,
the pure
pure reason
reason of the
the moral
moral
over, for the
aspect of
of what
what II was
was filming.
filming.
aspect

I did
did not
not know
know the
the girls
girls were
were under
under
age, and
and II would have never
age,
never filmed them
them
didknow
know that.
that. But,
But, the
the whole
whole job
ifif IIdid
job in
was not aa good
good job,
job, and
and knowing
knowing
itself was
that,
that, and
and knowing the type of
of person
person that
Joe Francis
Francis was
was after
after II met him.
him.
Joe
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
UnitedStates
States v.v. Schmitz,
Schmitz, Case
Case No.
No. 5:06cr81,
Doc. 35, p. 5 at lines 15-25.)
Thus, it was
Thus,
was Schmitz
Schmitz who
who expressed
expressed the desire
desire to
with Girls Gone Wild
avoid further associations
associations with
Wild and
and Joe
Joe
Francis.
admonition to "stay a continent
continent away
away from
Francis. My
My admonition
Joe Francis"
Francis" simply refected
Joe
reflected Schmitz's
Schmitz's own
own revelation.
revelation.
Indeed,
the time
time Schmitz
Schmitzwas
wassentenced,
sentenced, Francis'
Francis'
Indeed, at
at the
corporation had
had already
already pled
pled guilty
guilty to having committed
corporation
ten
crimes. That
That knowledge,
knowledge, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
ten federal
federal crimes.
my
prior
dealings
with
Francis
as
a
contemptuous
my prior dealings with Francis as a contemptuous
litigant, reasonably
justifed my
reasonably justified
my admonition
admonition to
to Schmitz
Schmitz to
avoid
Joe Francis.
Francis. Francis
Francis would
be well-served
well-served to
to
avoid Joe
would be
contemplate the
the following
following observation
contemplate
observation by
by Logan
Logan Pearsall
Pearsall
Smith:
names are
printed on the
the
Smith: "Our names
are labels,
labels, plainly
plainly printed
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bottled
bottled essence
essence of our past behaviors."

My comments
of
My
comments to
to Schmitz
Schmitz about
about the
the seriousness
seriousness of
the offense
offense to
to which
which he
he pled
pled guilty,
guilty, like
like my
my comments
comments to
[*621 were
were intended
intended to impress
impress upon Schmitz
Schmitz
Francis, [*62]
the gravity of
of the
the federal
federal crime
crime he
he acknowledged
acknowledged having

committed. My statements
statements reinforced
reinforced the
the comments
comments
committed.
made earlier
Schmitz's sentencing
sentencing hearing
the
made
earlier at Schmitz's
hearing by
by the
Assistant United States
Attorney:
States Attorney:

this clear on the record
that we
we view this
record that
this
serious offense.
as aa serious
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
UnitedStates
States v.v. Schmitz,
Schmitz, Case
Case No.
No. 5:06cr81,
11
12
Doc.
5-25, p.
Doc. 35, p.
p. 11 at lines
lines 5-25,
p. 12 at lines
lines 1-6.)
1-6.) My
specifc comment
prompted by
by my
specific
comment about
about parenthood
parenthood was prompted
dialogue with Schmitz:
Schmitz:
THE
COURT:Mr.
Mr.Schmitz,
Schmitz, IIsee
see that
that
THE COURT:
you have
have helped
helped raise
raise your
your fance's
fiance's
you
daughter, is that it?

THE COURT:
COURT:Does
Doesthe
thegovernment
government
have any comments
comments about
about sentence?
sentence?

MR. WARD:
WARD: Well,
Well, Your
Your Honor,
Honor,
MR.
thank you. Whatever
Whatever can
can be
be said
said about
about
thank
Mr. Francis
Francis -- and
and aa lot
lot can
can be
be said
said about
about
him for
for setting
setting this
this whole
whole process
process in
him
motion - ititisisnevertheless
nevertheless true
true that
that Mr.
Mr.
motion
Schmitz was
was situated
situated sort
sort of
of right where
Schmitz
where
the tire meets
meets the road.
road. He was
was the
the one
one
the
that was here in Panama
Panama City, and
and he
he was
was
the one
one who
who actually
actually went
went out
out and
and
the
recruited
two underage
girls, plied
recruited these
these two
underage girls,
them with liquor
liquor totocompromise
compromise their
their
them
capacity, which
some extent
extent by
their
capacity,
which to
to some
by their
age
age was already compromised,
compromised, persuaded
persuaded
them to go to the hotel room to disrobe
disrobe to
participate
in
the
conduct
that was
was
participate in the conduct that
depicted
in
the
film,
and
in
the
court
depicted in the flm, and the court of
of
that, II believe,
believe, Your
YourHonor,
Honor,he
hepersuaded
persuaded
them to
do things
things that
that initially
initially they
they
them
to do
resisted doing.
And the
the result
result is,
is, of
of course,
course, that they
are
now
on
film
forever
more
are now on film forever more in
in ways
ways that

will victimize
victimize them
them over
over and
and over
over and
and
will
over again. I think
think the
the court
court has
has received
received a
[*631 a
letter
them in [*63]
a
letter from
from one
one of
of them
companion
what their
their
companioncase
casetoto know
know what

feelings
feelings are
are about that.

So
very serious
serious matter.
matter. And
And
So it's aa very
that's
that's why this statute
statute is not just merely a
statute. It isis aa statute
statute designed
designed
regulatory statute.
to protect the lives, the
the honor,
honor, the
thevirtue
virtue of
of

young women
women who
are under
under age
age
young
who are
especially.
And so
so for
for that
thatreason,
reason, although
although we
we
submit
matter of sentencing
sentencing to the
the
submit the
the matter
discretion
discretion of the court, we want
want to
to make
make

THE
DEFENDANT: Yes,
Yes, Your
Your
THE DEFENDANT:
Honor.
THE COURT:
COURT: Essentially
Essentially playing
playing
the role of
of aa father?

THE
DEFENDANT: Yes,
Yes, Your
Your
THE DEFENDANT:
Honor. She's
She's been
been with me
me since
since she
she was
was
She's lived
lived with me ever
eight months old. She's
since. II moved
moved her
her out
out to
to Hawaii with me
since.
me
and we've lived ever
and
ever since
since together,
together, along
with
with my
my boy.
boy.

THE
COURT:I Ihope
hopeyou
youare
are -- have
have
THE COURT:
now
developed some
the
now developed
some sense
sense of
of the
appreciation of
of having
having aa daughter.
daughter.
THE
DEFENDANT: Yes,
Yes, Your
Your
THE DEFENDANT:
Honor, II have.
have.
THE
COURT: And
And maybe
maybe that
that
THE COURT:
[*641
you
appreciation
will
help
[*64]
appreciation will help
understand why
society considers
considers what
what
understand
why society
you were
were involved
Girls Gone
Gone
you
involved with with Girls
Wild to
reprehensible. ...
Wild
to be
be so reprehensible
..
(Hr'g Tr.,
Tr., United
UnitedStates
States v.v. Schmitz,
Schmitz, Case
Case No.
No. 5:06cr81,
Doc. 35, p. 13 at lines 5-18.)
As the
the sentencing
sentencing judge,
proper that
As
judge,it it isis proper
that II
of
appropriately impress
impress upon
upon defendants
defendants the seriousness
seriousness of
offenses. When
their offenses.
When aa defendant
defendanthas
haspled
pledguilty
guilty to
to aa
crime,
the constitutional
constitutional presumption
presumption of
of innocence
innocence
crime, the
evaporates.
sentence, II am then required,
evaporates. When
When II impose sentence,
by statute,
statute, to
promote respect
afford
to promote
respectfor
for the
the law;
law; to afford
adequate
deterrence
to
criminal
conduct;
and
to
protect
adequate deterrence to criminal conduct; and
protect
the public from further crimes
crimes of
of the
the defendant.
defendant.18
18U.S.C.
USC
§ 3553(a)(2)(A),
(B)&
& (C).
(C. ItItisisalso
3553(a)(2)(A), (B)
also my
my duty
duty to
to state
state in
open
court the
the reasons
reasons for imposing
imposing each
each particular
particular
open court
sentence. 18
3553(c). My
My conversations
conversations with
18 U.S.C.
U.SC § 3553(c).
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Francis and
andSchmitz
Schmitzwere
wereintended
intendedtotofulfill
fulfll my
Francis
my statutory
statutory
obligations.

have
face a judge
judge where
where there
there is
have to
to face
is aa
reasonable question
but
reasonable
questionofof impartiality,
impartiality, but
they are
judge of their
their
they
are not
not entitled
entitled to
to aa judge
own choice.

D. Final
Final Statements
Statements

The law
the courts
courts of this
this circuit
circuit isis clear:
clear:
The
law within the
"[T]here is as
as much obligation for
for aa judge
judge not
not to
torecuse
recuse
when there
occasion for
for him to do
there is
is for
there is no occasion
do so
so as there
him to
to do
do so
so when
when there
there is." Carter
Carter v.v. West
West Publ'g
Publ'g Co.,
Co.,
1999 U.S.
App. LEXIS
LEXIS 38480,
(11th Cir.
Cir. 1999)
1999
U.S App.
38480, at
at *7 (11th
Rogers,831
831F.2d
F2d 937,
937 939
(quoting Hinman v. Rogers,
939 (10th Cir.
Cir.
[*65] "[A]
"[A]judge,
judge,having
havingbeen
beenassigned
assignedtotoaacase,
case,
1987)). [*65]
should not recuse
himself on unsupported,
irrational, or
should
recuse himself
unsupported, irrational,
highly
tenuous
speculation."
United
States
v.
highly tenuous speculation." United States v. Greenough,
Greenough,
1986); see
also United
782 F.2d
F.2d 1556,
782
1556, 1558
1558 (11th Cir.
Cir. 1986);
see also
States
188 F.3d 1291, 1999
States v. Cerceda,
Cerceda, 188
1999 WL 716835,
716835, at
1999). See
generally Richard
Richard E. Flamm,
*2
(11th Cir.
Cir. 1999).
See generally
Flamm,
*2 (11th
Judicial Disqualification
Disqualifcation §§ 24.2.2
24.2.2 (1996).
(1996). Indeed,
Indeed, itit is my
duty as
as the
the sole
sole district
district judge
judge in
in the
the Panama
Panama City
City
duty
Division
Division of
ofthis
thisCourt
Courttotopreside
presideover
overthe
thecases
cases that
that are
are
assigned
to me.
me. N.D.
N.D. Fla. Loc. R.
assigned to
R. 3.1
3.1 ("All
civilcases
cases in
("All civil
which venue
venue properly
this district,
district,
which
properlylies
les in a division of this
and all criminal
criminal cases
cases in which
which the
the offense
offense was
was
and
committed in
committed
in aa division
division of
of this
this district,
district, shall
shallbe
befiled
fled in
that division and
and shall remain
remain pending
pending in
that
in that division
until
until fnal
finaldisposition.");
disposition.");Code
CodeofofJudicial
JudicialConduct
Conduct Canon
Canon
3(A)(2)
("A
judge
should
hear
and
decide
matters
(A)(2)
judge
should
hear
and
decide
matters
3
assigned,
unlessdisqualified.").
disqualifed.").
assigned, unless
When ruling on a motion to disqualify,
disqualify, aa judge
judge must
be ever
ever cautious
cautiousof
of "the
"the need
needtotoprevent
preventparties
partiesfrom
from. ...
..
manipulating
the system
system for
forstrategic
strategicreasons,
reasons, perhaps
perhaps to
manipulating the
obtain
Carter, 1999
U.S.
1999 U.S
obtain aa judge
judge more
more to
to their
their liking."
liking." Carter,
App. LEXIS 38480
38480 at *7-*8
*7-*8(quoting
(quotingFDIC
FDICv.v.Sweeney,
Sweeney,
136 F.3d
F.3d 216,
216, 220 (1st
Cir. 1998)) [*66] (internal
(1st Cir.
136
quotation marks
marks omitted). The congressional
framers of
of
quotation
congressional framers
the disqualification
disqualifcation statute,
statute,§§455(a),
455(a),cautioned
cautioned
against
against
its
its
misuse:
misuse:
be alert to avoid the
[E]ach judge must be
the
possibility that
that those
those who would
would question
question
his impartiality
impartiality are
are in
in fact
fact seeking
seeking to avoid
the consequences
of
his
expected
consequences of
expected adverse
adverse
decision. Disqualification
have aa
decision.
Disqualifcation must
must have
reasonable
basis. Nothing
Nothing in [the
reasonable basis.
[the statute]
statute]
should
be read
read to to
warrant
should be
warrant
the the
transformation of
litigant's fear
fear that
that aa
transformation
of aa litigant's
judge
judge may
may decide
decide aa question
question against
against him
into aa "reasonable
fear" that
that the
the judge
judgewill
will
"reasonable fear"
not be
be impartial.
impartial. Litigants
Litigants ought
ought not to
not

1974
H.R.
Rep. No.
No. 93-1453 (1974),
reprinted in 1974
(1974), reprinted
H.R. Rep.
U.S.C.C.A.N.
U.S.C.C.A.N. 6351,
6351, 6355.
6355.

To
require that
thatjudges
judgesdisqualify
disqualifythemselves
themselves
To require
unnecessarily isis to
encourage litigants
litigants "to
"to advance
advance
unnecessarily
to encourage
speculative and
and ethereal
arguments for
for recusal
speculative
ethereal arguments
recusal and
and thus
thus
arrogate to themselves
arrogate
themselves aa veto power over the
the assignment
assignment
v. Trustees
TrusteesofofColumbia
ColumbiaUniv.,
Univ., 30
30 F.
F
of judges." Thomas
Thomas v.
Supp.
Supp. 2d 430,
430, 431 (S.D.N.Y.
the Seventh
Seventh
(S.D.NY 1998).
1998). As the
Circuit has
Circuit
has aptly
aptly observed:
observed:
A
A judge
judge who
who removes
removes himself whenever
whenever

aa party asks
asks is
that party
party [*67] aa
is giving that
free
strike, and
and Congress
Congress rejected
rejected
free strike,
proposals . . . to
to allow
allow each
each party
party to
to
remove a judge at the party's option.
option.
New York
Housing Dev.
Dev. Corp.
Corp. v. Hart,
Hart, 796
New
York City Housing
796 F.2d
F2d
976, 981 (7th Cir.
Cir. 1986);
1986); see
see also H.R. Rep. No. 93-1453
(1974), reprinted in 1974 U.S.C.C.A.N.
U.S.C.C.A.N. 6351,
6351, 6355.
6355.
Here,
every contention
contention asserted
asserted by
Defendants in
Here, every
by Defendants
support
their request
request for disqualifcation
disqualification has
has been
been
support of
of their
thoroughly addressed
andlaid
laid to
to rest.
rest. ItIt is indeed
addressed and
indeed ironic
that
state:"This
"This Court
Court requires
that Defendants
Defendants state:
requires all litigants
litigants
before [it]
[it]totoabide
abideby
bystrict
strictrules
rulesofofconduct
conductand
anddeserves
deserves
the respect
respect due
Court. In return,
return, however,
however, all
the
due to
to this
this Court.
litigants expect
expect to receive
receive the application
application of
of even-handed
even-handed
17 at
at PP 53-54.)
53-54.) The
The truth
truth
impartiality."
impartiality." (Mot.,
(Mot., Doc.
Doc. 11, p.
p. 17
is that
have failed
failed to abide
that Defendants
Defendants have
abide by this
this Court's
Court's
"rules
conduct." Defendants
Defendants have
have not expected
expected "to
"rules of conduct."
receive the
the application
application of
of even-handed
even-handed impartiality";
impartiality";
receive
rather, they
have endeavored
endeavored toto exploit
avoid the
the
rather,
they have
exploit or
or avoid
directives
an effort
effort to unfairly
unfairly favor
favor
directivesofof this
this Court
Court in
in an
themselves.
members of
of the bar and
themselves. They have assaulted
assaulted members
the judiciary
judiciary and
and have
have waged
waged aa campaign
campaign to
to cast
cast shame
shame
and disrepute on this Court.
Court.
The facts speak for
for themselves:
themselves:

1. The
The motion
motion fails to allege that [*68]
[*6811I am actually
1.
biased;

of
2. The motion omits the
the most
most objective evidence
evidence of
my lack of
of bias,
bias, namely,
namely, that
that in
in every
every proceeding
proceeding before
before
counsel for
for Joe
Joe Francis
Francisand
andGirls
Girls Gone
GoneWild
Wild did not
me, counsel
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object to; did
did not
not appeal;
appeal; or
or appealed
appealed the rulings
rulings and
and
object
comments
of which they now complain
comments of
complain and
and lost;
motion filed
fled by
3. The motion is the second
second motion
by counsel
counsel
Wild charging
for Francis and Girls Gone Wild
charging members
members of the
bar (and
(and now the judiciary) with
withunethical
unethical conduct
conduct and
and
seeking their
their disqualification;
disqualifcation;
seeking
4. The motion incorporates,
as exhibits,
exhibits, extrajudicial
incorporates, as
information, while preaching
preaching that
that such
such information
information is
is
information,
improper for
for this
this Court
Court to
to consider;
consider;
5. The
5.
motion warns
warns this
this Court
Court that
that other
other
The motion
[s] the Internet
extrajudicial information "proliferate
"proliferate[s]
Internet and
and
may be submitted
submitted to
to this
this Court
Court upon
upon further
further review";

required for
6. The motion distorts the legal standard
standard required

disqualification
contrived standard
standard of "public
"public
disqualifcation into
into aa contrived
perception" for
the purposes
purposes of constructing
constructing a legal
legal
perception"
for the
scaffold
on which
which totohang
hangDefendants'
Defendants' extrajudicial
extrajudicial
scaffold on
exhibits
pool and
and the
the
exhibits and
and poison
poison the
the potential
potential jury
jury pool
public's respect
for the
the judiciary;
judiciary;
respect for

7. The motion
motion acknowledges
acknowledges that public perception
perception
of bias, if
if ititeven
even exists,
exists, is untethered to reality;
[*69] by
8. The motion
motion perpetuates,
perpetuates, [*69]
by republishing
republishing on
the public dockets
dockets of this
this Court,
Court, aa newspaper
newspaper article that
Defendants know to
to be
be false;
9. The motion
the judicial record,
motion misrepresents
misrepresents the
record, as
as
reflected in the
the official
offcial transcripts;
transcripts; and
and

10.
The motion minimizes
minimizes federal
federal crimes
crimes and
and the
the
10. The

of ethical
ethical misconduct
misconduct that
have been
me by
that have
been levied
levied at
at me
Defendants in the media or in the motion.
Defendants
motion. Joe
Joe Francis is a
litigant in
he is
is entitled to fair and
litigant
in this
thisCourt
Courtand
and as
as such, he
impartial
justice. All
All requests
requests by
by Defendants
Defendants and
and
impartial justice.
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,like
likeany
anyrequest
request submitted
submitted by
by aa litigant
litigant ininaa case
case
over
preside, will
will be
be evaluated
evaluated on their
their legal
legal
over which
which II preside,
without prejudice
merits, without
prejudice or
or bias.
bias.
At the
the same
same time,
At
time, itit is my duty to insure that litigants
obey the
the orders
orders of
of this Court
obey
Court and
and do
do not
not undermine
undermine the
the
public's confidence
confdence in the integrity and
and impartiality of
of the
the
or the
the rights
rights ofofother
otherparties.
parties. An
Anindependent
independent
judiciary or
and honorable
honorable judiciary
judiciary is indispensable
to justice
justice in our
and
indispensable to
Deference to the judgments
judgments and
and rulings
rulings of courts
society. Deference
courts
depends
upon
public
trust
in
the
integrity
and
depends upon public trust in the integrity and
independence ofof judges.
resourceful litigant,
litigant,
independence
judges. When
When aa resourceful
[*70] without
without good
good cause,
cause, attempts
attempts to extinguish
extinguish that
that
trust and
other litigants
this Court
Court for
trust
and the
the rights
rights of
of other
litigants in
in this
improper
purposes, justice
suffers. Assuming
Assuming that
that Joe
Joe
improper purposes,
justice suffers.
Francis, Girls
Girls Gone
Wild, and
Francis,
Gone Wild,
and their
their attorneys
attorneys play by the
the
rules, they
they have
have no cause for concern.
concern.
III.
Conclusion
III. Conclusion
1. Defendants'
Defendants'Motion
Motion to Disqualify
Disqualify or
1.
or Recuse
Recuse Under
U.SC §§ 455(a)
11) is
is denied.
28 U.S.C.
455(a) (Doc. 11)
denied.
2. A scheduling order will
willbe
beentered.
entered.

ORDERED on
ORDERED
onDecember
December 19,
19, 2007.
2007.
/s/ Richard Smoak

RICHARD SMOAK

conduct of
of Joe
Joe Francis.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
It is
have thick
thick skin.
skin. My
is ofen
oftensaid
saidthat
that judges
judges must have
skin is no different.
different. IIdo
donot
nottake
takepersonally
personallythe
thecharges
charges

